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"Here is the patience of the Saints: Hero are they that keep the commandments of God and the Faith of Jesus." lieu. 14:12.
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WATER-MILL

—

LISTEN to the water-mill through the livelong day.
How the clanking of the wheels wear the bourn away
Languidly the ?ultimo wind stirs the greenwood leaves ;
From the fields the reapers sing, binding up the sheaves.
And a proverb haunts my mind, like a spell is east :
"The mill will never grind with the water that has passed."
Take the lesson to thyself, loving heart and true 1
Golden years are floating by, youth Is palming, too.
Learn to make the most of life, lose no happy day,
Time will never bring thee back (diallers swept away.
Leave no tebder word unsaid ; love while life shall last :.
"The mill will never grind with the water that has passed."
Work while yet the daylight shines, man of strength and
will!
Never does the streamlet glide useless by the mill.
Watt not till to-morrow's sun beams upon the way ;
All that thou most call thine own Iles in thy to-day,
Power, intellect, and wealth may not always last :
"The mill will never grind with the water that has passed."
Oh, the wasted hours of life that have drifted by 1
Oh, the good we might have done, lost without a sigh
Love that once we might have saved by a single word ;
Thoughts conceived, but never innued,.perinhing unheard!
Then take the proverb to thy heart, take and hold it fast :
"The mill will never grind with the water that has passed."
—C. F. Adams.

c trabtruarle
"1 charge thee therefor° before Cod, and the !lint Je411.4 Christ,
who shall Judge the quick and the dead at his appeal-Legend his k
dent, ritHACil
WOAD, "-2 Tim. 4 : 1, 2,

THE USE AND ABUSE OF THIS WORLD. *
Ill' W. W. V.ItINCOTT.
'NIT. — 1 Cor. 7: 91: "And they that use this world, as
not abusing it: for the fashion of this world passeth away."
To those who read all there is in the text, a beautiful thought is brought out, and especially in the
last clause : " for the fashion of this world passoth
away." The phrase is borrowed, as it were, frorn
the expression used in the theater,—" The scene
passes oil' (corn view." Just as different scenes
and different scenery ere set for different play,.
and at the close of a play the scene is removed and
passes out of sight, so the apostle says by the use
of this word, " the fashion," the appearance, of this
world passes from our sight. , It is as though he
said, "This world is but a vain show." It is tilled
with illusions like the painted ship upon a painted
ocean ; you view it for a short time, noon the
scenery is withdrawn, it passes from , your sight,
and you pass on to the real. "This world is but
a vain show." We 1113 accustomed to that phrase;
we hardly give it a thought. It is brought out
here in the text under that likeness.. It is as
though our attention were drawn to the scenes berme tia",--tei a Blunt play before our eyes ; the
"Seroom delivered at Battle Creek, Welt., Sabbath, lan. 7, 1MA.
l'hunograplileally reported for tha hi:VIEW, by J. If. floughey.
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scenery is withdrawn, the illusion passes away, bring no fruit to perfection." The proof of our
and than we come to the real.
discipleship is in bringing forth fruit : " Herein is
This change and this passing away are brought my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit; so
to view in other scriptures. 1 John. 2 :17 : lr Atid shall ye be my disciples." But this class of hearers
the world passeth away, and the lust thereof: but who go forth, and aro choked with cares and riches
he that doeth the will of God abideth forever." and pleasures, bring no fruit to perfection. They
That is, when the scene changes, and this world may have the unripe or imperfect fruit ; they may
passes from our sight just as the scene is with- have indications of fruit, as we sometimes see, in •
drawn front the stage, he that doeth the will of the blossoms ; it may be little, inferior, worthless
God then abideth. A view of things after this fruit ; but they bring forth no fruit to perfection.
change, is brought to view in Rev. 21 :
" And When we allow these things to banish the . her
I saw a new heaven and a new earth : for the world from our minds ; when our eyes are blinded
first heaven and the first earth were passed away." by the god of this world, so that we see only the
In view of this fact, the 11110410 says that this is things about us ; when the things afar off, which
but a representation, and the reality is yet in the we cannot behold with the natural eye, but only
future ; and in view of the fact that these things by the eye of faith, have no power to elevate and
are merely to continue for a short time and then purify us ; when these truths fall upon leaden ears,
pass away,
this world as not abusing it." and our hearts aro never stirred by them, and our
lie does not
Refrain from the use of it. He eyes never moved to tears of repentance, this is
does not say, t=0 and shut yourself up in some when we are abusing the things of this world.
cave, and act the inirt of an ascetic. He says,
When our efforts, our time, our thoughts, our
" Use the world." Ilow 1--" As not abusing it," purposes are all for the present,—for present gain
—not using it to excess, overusing it, but still miming and advancement, for honor, for fame, for friendTh,t, t h er e aro proper uses of the things- of ship, for anything and everything except the glory
this world, of the good things that it, brings to us. of God and the advancement of his cause, it is
I inquire, What are some of the particular uses- of plain enough that. we are abusing the things of •
the world
this world. And we are doing this when we are
First, we should be diligent in doing what Clod overcome by tile things of this world. The mean
gives us to do. " Whatsoever thy hand findeth of strong passions is stronger than the man of
to do, do it with thy might." " Not slothful in bus- weak passions, if he controls them. A man of
iness ; fervent in spirit ; nerving the Lord." We large animal life and full physical Oevelopment,
are not to be slothful servants ; we are not to be with great vigor and force, is a more powerful man
unwise stewards of that which God has given us ; in any work he may undertake, provided he holds
but we are to care for it as those who must render his forces, his privera, under his control ; but if he
an account, that when our Lord cometh and reck- permits his thoughts and passions, his appetite,
oneth with his servants, we may be able to render his desire for riches and pleasures, to control him,
to him his own with usury. We are to use the he loses his power, his strength, and becomes the
means God gives us, in the advancement of his slave and not the master. And when we allow
work in the earth. God might create money to those things which are for our use, for our pleascarry on his work. He might send angels from ure and advancement, to seize us and control us,
heaven to proclaim his truth in the earth, and so its to take our affections from God, we become
might leave us out of the question entirely ; but slaves instead of' masters ; and we are abusing, or
he lutes so ordered it in his providence that we are perhaps being abused by, the things of this world.
We are abusing the things of this world when .
to use our means and our talents in doing his work
in the earth. And that is a proper use of this we carry the lawful use of proper things to an excess. It is necessary and lawful that we should
world.
We should use our means and our abilities in eat, 'and God has so ordered it in our physical
properly caring for those who may be dependent make-up, that eating properly gives pleasure ; but
upon us. The Scripture speaks with great plain- when we eat for pleasure rather than to satisfy the
ness upon this point. Paul, in writing to Timothy needs and demands of our physical nature, we
(1 Tim. 5 : 8), says : " But if any provide not for are carrying a lawful use to excess. When we
his own, and specially for those of his own house, overload the other organs of the body simply to
he bath denied the faith, and is worse than an in• gratify the taste, we are carrying to excess a lawtidel." Then we are-properly to provide for those ful use that is permitted. When we go beyond
of our kindred who may be dependent upon us. the proper limits in dressing our bodies, we carry
This is a proper use of the things of this world. a lawful use to excess, and so abuse the things of
But no one will dispute this It only needs Oa) this world. When we pay more attention to the
statement to receive your entire assent. The outer adornment than to the inner adornment;
point is, when do we abuse the things of this when we are more particular as to our outward
world I There is no particular danger but that we appearance, and what people say of it, than we are
will use them. The great danger comes in our of the heart and soul, and what God thinks of us,
abusing them, misusing them.
we are then carrying this lawful thing to an exWe abuse the things of this world when we suf- cess. When we use means designed of Cod to
fer them to take the place in. our hearts which be- carry forward his work in the earth, merely to
longs to Clod. God is first and foremost ; these- gratify our own selfish desire for show and for apthings are secondary, subsidiary, incidental merely. pearance, we are carrying the lawful use of a perIt' we reverse the order, and place those things of mitted thing to an excess.
time and sense first and God second, we are :MusIt is our privilege, nay, it is our right, to ening the things of this world. Those who d
h is gage in recreations ; but when we carry these so
are brolight to view in Luke 8 : 14 ; "_And that far that they take our minds and our strength
which fell among thorns are they, which when front better things—from the duties of this life
they have heard, go forth, and are choked with and the duties of the future life, we are carrying
cares and riches and pleasures of this life, and lawful and permitted things to an excess ; we are
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abusing the things of this world. God intended
that his creatures should enjoy themselves. He
in spoken of as the "living God, who giveth us
richly all things to enjoy." It is his &alga that
his creatures should be happy ; that they should
enjoy themselves in the fullest and the highest
sense. He has provided ways and moans for this
enjoyment; but ho never intended: that seeking
pleasure should ho the one great object of life, or
that it should take time and means and strength
designed of him for higher uses. Writing of the
last days, the apostle Peter says, in 1 Pet..- :7 :
" But the end of all things is at, hand : be ye therefore sober, and watch unto prayer." The apostle
Paul, writing to Timothy (2 Tim. 3), presenting
the Htfit9 of things in the last days, enumerates
eighty, sins that would be prevalent at that time,
and among them we find this " Lovers of pleasurea more than lovers of God ;" or as the revised
version translates it, " Lovers of pleasures rather
than lovers of God." He says such have the
ore o odlissess;shut they deny the power thereof.
Two classes are here brought to view. The
apostle Peter says "The end of all things is at
hand : be ye therefore sober, and watch unto
prayer." The apostle Paul says : "In the last
days perilous times shall come," and men shall be
"lovers of pleasures rather than lovers of God."
Pleasure-seeking is given as a characteristic of this
age. it is plain enough ; there is abundant evidence that wo have reached the time spoken of by
the apostle, when men should be " lovers of pleasurea more Chao lovers of Cod."
There were enough forms of pleaeure—recreations—known before ; but there are invented now
attractions of every kind and nature, HOMO good
enough in themselves, if not carried to excess ;
sonic of an indifferent character, and sonic of a
positively evil character. Those are about us on
every hand. People of the world are exorcising
all their ingenuity to invent some new form of
pleasure; and people of the church are following
in the same line, and thinking that the only hold
upon people, and
; especially young people, is by
having some forte of amusement in the church.
So they say, "We must have some form of recreation, or we cannot hold our young people." And,
as a man stud to me a few days ago, " I suppose
you must have a great deal of singing in your
meetings or your young people would not come "—
as though it were the amusement, the entertainmoat, in all these things, oven in our religious life,
that is the essential thing.
We have outside of the church, forms of enter.
tainment about which we have no question. We
have the theater, the circus, the horse race, the
saloon, the house of ill repute, all being forms of
pleasure in which all good people know they cannot engage, and that their only safety is in shunning them. We have in the church various kinds
of amusement and recreation : the church social,
which is more attractive than the prayer-meeting I
the church tea, the pink tea, the milk-maid's
tea, dramatical associations of various kinds, and
soap-bubble parties,—all recommended by the
church 1 and alt kinds of amusements are devised
to cater to this idea that we must be entertained
all the time—that wo must be amused or we cannot live.
The question becomes, then, a very serious and
a very practical one with Christians, What ought
the attitude of one who professes to be a follower
of Christ to be toward those various amusements I
There are some things in regard to which we have
no question. You would think it unnecessary for
me to declaim against horse-racing, against cardplaying, although it might be necessary in some
other places ; against going to the theater, against
indulging in sinful pleasures ; we do not differ on
these points. To say that they are contrary to a
Christian experience, that they tend to drag us
down rather than to elevate, is to receive your immediate assent. But there are sonic debatable
things ; there are some things on the border
line between the world and the Christian's life ;
and I am sorry to say that there are some
people who are content to live right on that,
border line. It is our p.mILeo to get a grea t
distance from this border line,
where we shalt not
be debating these thin gs from day to day, rtpd
from week to week ; where we shall not be part of
the time on one Hide of the line, and part of the
time on the other. We are taught to walk
worthy of the vocation wherewith we have been

called. We have been called to walk worthy
of the summons which has been given us to lead
to a higher and a better life. We aro taught to
g,
make straight paths for our feet, not the windin
crooked path, part of the time in the world, and
part of the time in the service of Christ. The man
who is half worldling and half Christian, as the
" Testimonies " say, is usually one hundredth part
Christian, and the other ninety-nine hundredths
worldling. While some who have dwelt here are
constantly going farther away from this debatable
ground, this border line, seine aro living right
the time; and when these amusements
otc
they are all the time questioning in their
comp
own minds, and balancing the matter as to how
far they may go.
There are some tests which I think we can apply to amusements. One of the lowest considerations, or touts, which we elm apply is this : Can I
!.maideration ; but I reefford it 7 I say Oda
to be applied, Can I
gard it ea One Of the loNk
afford it? Are toy es-side:sancta awl, that, I can
injuryuse moans in thisdirection without
to those who are dependent upon nie, or without
withdrawing means which would otherwise go into
the treasury of God 7 Can I afford to do this,
if there is no other reason why f should not do it
That is one question we ought to consider. I was
told two or three yeara ago, when the skating-rink
mania was at its bight, that the proprietor of a
skating-rink had on hand a large quantity of clothing and jewelry, articlee that had been pledged to
him, and had never been redeemed. Young Men
would pledge their overcoats or watches, and never
be able to redeem them. The excitement ran to
such a hight that if they could not afield it, in order to engage in it they wore influenced to dela ive
themselves of useful articles. Am! dame who
were owed money could not collect it because it
had been paid into the akatingl ink. It is not the
highest, but it is a reasonable, test to ask, Can I
alford it?
Another question to be asked is, Will it. lead into
bad company I If the thing in itself is proper, and
can be afforded, will the indulgence in it lead into
bad company 7 A man is known by the company
he keeps. It is impossible to rub against smut
without becoming smutty ourselves. We are to
inquire what kind of company our amusement or
recreation will lead us into. If it will lead us into
company where the name of God is taken in vain,
whore religious things are spoken of lightly, where
the vulgar story is told, it is an amusement or recreation that should be shunned.
Another question, we should ask is, Will it lead
me into improper places ? If it is in itself harm.
less, and I can afford it, will it load MO into improper places 7 Circumstances alter cases to such
an extent that things in themselves harmless become harmful because of the surroundings, because
of the places where they are carried on. So wo
should question whether the place of amusement is
a proper one. What was it that led the muetubors
even of other churches to condemn time skatingrink? Te it not as healthful exercise to skate on
rollers as to skate on steel I Was it not because
of the associations largely 7 Even those who held
that the exercise was proper, and that they could
afford it, frowned upon it because of the associations
connected with it ; because of the company found
there ; because they found that it was not safe to
trust their children among such associations. Does
it make any difference whether such associations
are on the hard, wooden floor, or on the glare ice I
Again, Will it influence any one else to do wrong I
That is, if it does not harm me ; if so far an I em
personally concerned, I can engage in it, can afford
it, and it does not lead Inc into improper associations or places, yet will it influence any ono oleo to
do wrong I For instance, I may hold that it is
not harmful to Inc to nit down with the family at
home and play a game of cards. But there is
more than this to consider. Will it lead others
into improper places or bad company 1 Will it beget in others a desire or an appetite for those things
which will lead them into improper associations
and places, in order
,,ratify that (have 7 Will
it influence others
- wrong? The principle of
the question is brow_ „1, out by the apostle when
he says that if by eating of meat he should eanso
one to ()Wend, he would eat no meat so long as the
world should stand. So in oar amusements : if
they lead others to Sin, we should pot urea alone.
hlut especially should we inquire, Can I to ke
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Christ with met Can I ask the presence of the
Saviour as I go to this or that placenf amusement I
Can I reasonably expect that holy angels will accompany me to such a place as that I If we knowingly and willfully put ourselves on 'the Devil's
ground, and leave our strongest armor of defense
behind, is it any wonder that we aro overcome of
him t Is it any wonder that we are wounded,
even unto death, when we expose ourselves, naked,
and without armor, to the shafts of the enemy 1
When wo go to such places or into such associations
as necessarily shut out from us angels of light and
the presence of Christ himself, what wonder is it
if we fall into temptations and tin
(Concluded next week)

ontributors.
"Then they that feared the Lord spike often one to another : and
anda book of remembrance was
the Lord heurkeetal, anti heard it,feared
the Lord, and that thought
written before him for them twat
5:10.
upun iriename."—Mal.

THE DEFINITE SEVENTH DAY VS. ONE DAY
IN SEVEN.
ItY B. M. 81101.1..

Tuose who believe that the fourth commandment requires us simply to keep one day in seven,
no matter which, are making a great ado over the
fact that a person traveling westward around the
earth will lose a day, white those traveling in the
opposite direction will gain a day. To Seventhday Adventists this is no perplexity, as they know
that the Sabbath never has commenced and never
can commence at She same time all over the earth
as long as the sun is the ruler of the day. They
believe it to be their duty to keep that which is
the seventh day to the part of the earth on which
they live or travel, and thus when crossing the
/Jay line they drop or add a day, as circumstances
may require.
But how will this work for the one day-in-seven
theory I Lot us see': A, B, and C believe in keeping one day in seven. They all keep Sunday. A
and B start on a journey around the earth. A gods
eastward and B westward. Both are strict Sunday-keepers, and travel only six days and rest the
seventh. After having circumnavigated the globe,
they both meet at Mr. C's, who has remained at
home. When arriving there they find that he is
keeping Sunday one day earlier than Mr. A, and
one day later than Mr. B. Thus these three persons are keeping three different days, although they
were all keeping the same day when they separated, and they have all been careful to keep one
day in seven. Here they are in a perplexity.
How are they to get out of it I Shall they continue to keep different days, and thus have three
Sabbaths every week in one family t You say A
and B must change and keep the day C keeps.
But how can they do this and still keep one day
in seven ? If B must go over to C's Sunday, he
must either keep two days in succession or else
work seven days and rest, the eighth. If A must
change, he will have to work only five days and
rest the sixth. But this will not be keeping one
day in seven. Every ono can see that the seventhpart- of time theory is an absurdity.

THE RESURRECTION OF MOSES.
BY 0. W. A.
IN Jude 9 it is stated that "Michael the arch..
angel, when contending with the Devil, disputed,
about the body of Moses." It should be noted,
that the dispute was not about the grave of Moses,
but Moses' bad y. It has long been the view of the
S. D. A. people that hero is presumptive proof, at
least, that Moses was resurrected. The following
paragraph from the commentary of Jamieson, Fansset, and Brown, British authors, decidedly favors
•such an interpretation. These annotators say
[The body of .Nosey.) Ills literal hotly. Satan, as having
the power of death, opposed the raising of it again, on the
ground of Moses' sip at Merlbah, and his murder of the
Egyptian. That Moses' body was raised, appears from his
presence with Elijah and Jesus (who were In the body) at
the transfiguration : the sample and earnest of the coming
resurrection-kingdom, to he ushered In by Michael's
standing up for God's people. Thus In each tlIspenaattott
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sample and pledge of the future resurrection were glen :
Enoch in the patriarchal dispensation, Moses In the Lomalea), Elijah in the prophetical,

These ideas have the merit of being plain, reasonable, scriptural.
•

TROBT1110.

n't J. M. lit/MUNI!.
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fly gra", are ye wed through faith ; and that not of utyr$
lest and wan should boast," t:1,1;.
le the gift of that : not of

I 'm trusting alone in thy mercy,
No merit or worth can I bring:
My life is too Inc!
with failures
To bring ac a wit to the King.
Unworthy the least of thy goodness,
To have with thy people a place;
I only can mourn my trancgres.sious,
And trust lu thy pardoning grace.
Low down at the cross I ate kneeling;
fs meet that I oft should be there,
A suppliant pleading for mercy,
In humble and penitent prayer.

Low down at, the cross —blessed refuge
Where weak ones like me can retreat.
Tbere 's no spot on earth halt so precious,
No Joys that are halt so complete
As those at the cross of our Saviour,
Where weakness with strength may unite;

Where sorrow is turned Into gladness,
And darkness transformed into light.

Chatfield, Minn.

BE YE RECONCILED TO COD.
KY

VANSIF, 1301.TtlIS.

TitEits is a subtile recognition between kindred
natures. As ono mtutical instrument will vibrato
to another, note to note, string to string, chord to
chord, harmony to harmony, no, occasionally, between natures we have seen sympathy answer
sympathy, thought meet thought, purpose respond
to purpose. Finer than the mists of the evening,
there is a subtile influence that blends in unison
the hearts of congenial persona, anti cements their
friendship ; and, looking into the histories and experiences of men, we have seen that the powers of
the intellect and heart have been developed by
the interchanges of thought and sympathy that
made a chord of harmony in the mind, and responded to yhe law of the organism.
Our souls have been refreshed, revivified by
such communion, as though there had been a pouring in of a new tide of light and life through the
fibers of our being. Fields of thought that had
lain like dusty deserts, suddenly sprang into fresh
activity, like meadows after the showers of spring.
Flowers of thought, as sweet as now buds of anemones and violets, opened in our hearts. Like
the summer's sunshine and the harvest's glory
and the breezes of spring, so there fell over our
minds the charm of things undiscovered in ourselves and others—things that seemed to be existent only because of the magic of appreciative
sympathy and concord that developed under the
power of loving thought. The common round of
life took an unwonted glory, and we who had
gone bound and unknown, came into the delights
of fellowship, in finding one who knew us us a
soul of like purposes and pursuits. Perhaps the
interview was only for a season, and then, " like
fillips that meet one another and greet one another
in passing," and then voyage to unknown seas,
HO wo passed, like the stars from perihelion to the
widest aphelion, to meet again--we know not ;
but ever after, the dream of the society of the
blessed seemed more tangible and possible. Front
being an isolated atom in a disunited universe,
we had been linked into the chain of the whole,
and seemed more a part of the Creator's care and
the universal good.
Aspiration lifted its drooped wing. For some
momenta, self had been lost in a theme of absorbing and lofty thought. The mysteries of life, that
rod. in.discordance, struck a sublime chord.
As though the mists had risen from a landscape
of beauty, so wo had looked into undiscovered
fields of thought and action. The eye had kindled, the cheek glowed, the transfiguration of
thought played over the face, till we seemed almost transformed. Our feet trod the mountains
of pure delight. It seemed that a great and holy
power had lifted us into an atmosphere of beauty

celestial. The providoncea of God opened as we
rehearsed his mercies. The beauty of holiness
beckoned us to ever-widening progress of life and
attainment. We had met in the name of Christ,
and he was with us in heavenly places. We
tasted of the joys that immortal and spiritual beings drink, in all their blissful fullness, and we
blessed God for the fellowship of kindred minds.
The reconciliation between our natures seemed
complete, and the law of our being responded.
But there is more commonly an opposite experience. Wo have es others, but, alas ! there was
no congenial feeling. Coarse, harsh, it seemed
that every word pained and wounded. They excited no pity and anxiety. We could weep for
them, pray for them, but communion was an utter
impossibility, except in a very limited and commonplace degree. "Can two walk together except
they be agreed 1" There was no reconciliation of
nature. One was diametrically opposed to the
other. It was not a fault in the refined nature
that it could not come into fellowship with the
coarse. It wotild be degredation to do so. It
would necessitate the violation of the moral law,
HO far as it was inwrought as the law of its being;
and refinement, in its truest sense, is only the result of the working of the law of God, These two
could not understand each other, and oh how
cruel is this blighting power of misunderstanding I
"Much that we would do,
Much that we could do
Dies in the teal that is MilitilitiertitOOd so."

But heaven's gentle sympathy will bring all its
own seeds to flower and fruit. The meek of the
earth go unknown, and pass as pilgrims and
strangers on the earth.
IN who was most misconceived and uncomprebonded, was he who had made the earth. " He
came unto his own, and his own received hint
not." This bitter experience of walking alone,
misconceived, misjudged, uncomprehended, was, to
an infinitely greater degree than mortals can
know, the experience of the Son of God. Majesty and love were enrobed in meekness. All !
the world did not penetrate this disguise, and
never can. " The darkness comprehended it not."
Who can portray the pathos of his suffering 1 "The
world was made by him and the world knew him
not." Skies and mountain and flower had some fellowship with their Maker; but man, who was made
in his image, did not recognize the relationship of
the Son of man to him. " Ile is despised and rejected of men ; a man of sorrows, and acquainted
with grief; " for " he came unto his own, and his
own received him not,"
Oh what sorrow ! Infinitely more bitter than
the mother's woe whose child rejects her love and
spurns her counsels, was the anguish that wrung
the heart of the Creator and Redeemer of mankind. " He knew what was in man." A mother,
even, may misunderstand her child, may not
fathom its needs or discern its purposes ; but
the pitying Christ knew that man, the creature
of his hand, made in his image, had need of him,
sore need. Defiled, defaced by sin, with every
faculty out of its relation to every other, what
greater need was there than that the Great Designer should adjust the mechanism and organism
of the child he had formed 1 What pain must
have riven his heart as he cried, " How often
would I have gathered thy children, . . . and
ye would not ! Behold, your house is left unto
you desolate?!
Man's soul wits withering for the need of the
Saviour's sympathy and power and cleansing ; and
to meet the need of his rebellious son, the Lord
Buffered oven till his soul burst in agony, till his
heart was broken with reproach, till his quivering
flesh wan wrenched in anguish. lie bore the infinite pain and cost of Calvary, and its greatest
cost was the hiding of the l'ather's face. That
moment of supreme pain that 'tetra the sty, " My
God, my Cod, why hest thou forsaken tue I" overwhelmed his soul with woe unutterable; incomprehensible. ,The great and tragic cry of dlite who
tasted death for every man, who can understand 'I
What does it mean 1 What bights and depths of
woe and love I And all this that wo might be
reconciled to God ! "And this is life eternal, that
they might know thee the only trim GJd, and
Jesus Christ, whom thou heat sent,"
The reconciliation, or rather the affiliation and
sympathy, between the Father and the Son was
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complete. "I and my Father are one," said Jesus.
In all the plans of creation, from the poising of
the greatest world to the. forming of the most minute organism, they were one in wisdom and sympathy. Moons and stars and unnumbered suns ;
constellations, systems, universes, flower and blade
and gem ; bird and bee and the wonders of' earth,
and sky, and sea wore devised and wrought together. What the rapture of such love, and what
the love resulting from such intercourse, earth and
heaven can never know. Angels may adore and
wonder, but even they can but prove inadequate,
though eternities of advancement and developmeat told to their powers of comprehension.
The law of infinite space and substance, the secret of life and sound and color, the mysteries of
thought are all unfathomable. Newton, whose
depth of philosophy has sot the world in wonder,
declared that he felt like a child on the shore of
an infinite ocean casting pebbles into its waves ;
but in all the unknown depths of divine wisdom,
the Son was with the Father in mighty counsels,
only being capable of comprehending and executing the full measure of his will. Christ says,
" When he appointed the foundations of the earth :
then I was by him, as one brought up with him :
and I was daily his delight, rejoicing always before
him."
He was the " well beloved" of the Father, the
one in whom the fullness of the Godhead dwelt,
the perfect and express imago of the Father in
mind and pet-non. Here was love infinite, sympathy unfathomable, intercourse sublime, which oven
the most exalted angels could not share, shut out
by their own inadequacy to comprehend the infinite wisdom of the Eternal One. The Son alone
could come into the unutterable !tights and depths
of that Majesty, whose name is Love, whose nature
is love, vast as the undiacoverable boundaries of
space, unapproachable, dwelling in the light which
no main can comprehend, before whom cherubim
anti seraphim cover their faces of celestial lovolin0148, and cry, " Holy i "
The taw of the nature of God is love. "Ito
that loveth not, knoweth not God ; for God is
love "—love that seekoth not her own, that rojoicoth in the truth, that sufroroth kng and is
kind, that thinketh no evil—love that so loved the
world, that he gave the delight of his soul, his only
begotten Son, to save a rebellions world. The
nature of God is love. The law of God is love ;
for " love is the fulfilling of the law." The law of
God is righteousness, the nature of God is righteousness ; therefore the precepts of the commandments unfold the requirements and prohibitions
of his nature. "Thou shalt not," reveals what is
distasteful and out of harmony with the wisdom
and sympathies of God, and the depths of what is
well pleasing to him are made manifest in the commandment of his law.
Truly his law is "exceeding broad." It is spirt.
itual, and none but the spiritual can comprehend
and discern the glory of his statutes. his commandments are awtafter than honey, more precious
than gold and gem. " 0 that thou hadet hearkened to my commandments I then bad thy peace
been as a river, and thy righteousness as the
waves of the sea." This is reconciliation to God.
There can be no reconciliation between God and
man, save through the agency of Christ and the
law. For " God was in Christ, reconciling the
world unto himself," "that the righteousness of
the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not
after the flesh, but after the Spirit.".
Sines the fall there has been no natural harmony between man and God ; for the flesh warmth
against the Spirit. "The carnal mind is enmity
against God ; for it is not subject to the law of
God, neither indeed can be." This grieved the
heart of infinite love, and " God so loved the world,
that he gave his only begotten Son," that we
might be reconciled to him. The Father draws
us, woos us with compassionate entreaties to re
pen tance. The on stands ready with his own
heart's blood to cleanse us, the Holy Spirit helps
our infirmities, and the righteousness of the law is
fulfilled in us who walk after the Spirit ; so we
come into harmony with the nature of God. We
are reconciled to him, not ho to us. The law is
the expression of his nature, and we must behold
its beauty, practice its precepts, before wo can conprebend the nature of infinite, unselfish love.
It can be seen that it is impossible to abolish
the law. God must abolish himself, if the law is
••••••••••••raoismo.1.014.0..0.•.......,•••P
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abolished. His own nature must be changed, if
one precept is changed. Nay ; the law is immutable, everlasting, existent as the eternal God.
And Ile who is the express image of his Father,
who is in perfect sympathy and conciliation, could
only abolish himself and his Father, if he could
change one statute of the law ; but he declares,
"Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or
the prophets ; I our not come to destroy, but to
fulfill." If he fulfilled it,—and he did ; for be
said, "I hay Sept my Father's commandments,
and abide in bin love,"—then he was in harmony
with the nature of God ; and as he came to " magnify the law, and make it honorable," even to the
death of the cross, he glorified the character of his
Father. Ile solemnly Airline " Verily I say unto
you, Till heaven awl earth pass, one jot or ono
tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be
fulfilled." But the eternal counsels of God will
be fulfilling, fulfilling, through centurion and eternities, till the mind grown faint in contemplation.
As long as God exists, the principles of his government will exist and his nature remain, with no
"variableness, neither shadow of turning."
" Whosoever therefore shall break one of these
least commandments, and nhall teach men so, he
shall be called the heist in the kingdom pf heaven."
Can we esteem a I s,' e••ii whose character is at variance with our ta. • eer actwibilitiee, our inwrought natures Can it ruin , '' •edtive, beautyi•emish, beeetloving nature find delight ines•
like propensitiee 7 It is itupoes ea . There in an
impassable gulf fixed between such natures by the
intrinsic law of being. The separation it; seen
even here.
Said Jesus, " Marvel not if the world hate
you ;" " If ye wore of the world, the world would
love its own." 'net which is hot n of the Spirit is
spirit ; that which is born of the flesh in flesh ;
and these is no concord between Christ, and Belie!.
And can God be reconciled to a man out of ha rsnotty with the law of his natures "Whosoever
shall do and teach them [the commandments], the
HMO shall be called great in the kingdom of
heaven." They shall lie " kings and priests unto
God." " As many as received him, to them gave
he power to become the 80118 of God." " Come
out front among them, and be ye separate, naith
the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I
will receive you, and will be a Father unto you,
and ye Anil be Illy HOWs and daughters, s ,itIi the
Lord Almighty," 'I'• h not the unclean ; for
"sin is the transgrusseei of the law." "Be ye
reconciled to God." Oh blessed reconciliation I
Even here, where we " see through a glass
darkly," Whet depths and bights of delight
those experience who have felloweldp with God
" Rejoice in the Lord, (1 :;at righteous!" "in,
the Lord." We have rejiii, in one another. We
have counted sweet the teemente of communion
with ottr friends ; but those who aro led by the
Spirit, the sons of God, catch a glimpse of the
beauty of the character of the Creator and 'Redeemer. "In hint" "is fullness of joy." In the
dearest of earthly friends we have found clay and
dross ; " in him," only unsearchablo riches. In
them, coldness for trust, sometimes, misunderstanding, imperfection, disitppointment ; but "in
him"—who loves him most finds most of love.
His banner over you shall be love, and his apples
sweet to your taste. " The secret of the Lord is
with them that fear him,"—a sweeter secret than
all the loves of earth can whisper. Those who
abide under his shadow, will grow as the lily, revive us the corn.
Jesus says, "He that loveth me shell be loved
of my Father, and I will le ss, hitn, an d will man ifest myself to him, .
d we will conic unto
him, and make our aleph with him." What condescension for our God ! What a privilege for
us I Oh I that every faculty of our being may
come into harmony with the nature of God, that
ho may manifest himself to us, open the secrets of
his will, and show tie wonderful things out of his
law. Oh I that we may be fully reconciled to
God, that no one may be a lonely, dark, exiled
heart, unlinked from the sympathies of the universe of good ; but be connected by the Holy
Spirit to the infinite Heart, and know the only
true God and Jesus Christ his SOD, that we they
magnify his law, glorify his eller:Actor, and by hollowi ng tweeter, changed suntil the beauty of our
God is upon me and we are essayed in the comeliness of' Christ—until we can my with confident

and humble gladness, "Beloved, now are we the
sons of God, and it cloth not yet 'appear what we
shall be ; but wo know, that, when he shall appear, we shall be like him ; for we shall see him
as he is." And as Jesus presents us spotless before the throne of his glory, saying, " Behold I and
the children which thou hest given me," we may
respond front reconciled and reverent hearts,
" Abba, Father," feeling the thrill of his love,
filled with the knowledge of his will, realizing the
blessedness of life eternal, joy indescribable, prase
that passed' understanding.
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translated that he should not see death ; and was
not found, because God had translated him: for
before his translation he had this testimony, that
he pleased God." Hob. II :5. We expect a
company to be translated from the earth at the
second 'coining of Christ. 'Will any less faith
than Enoch had enable them to escape death, and
live 1 When the Saviour comes, the just will it
•
live, literally live, by faith.
Millington, Me&

TWO OF A KIND.
BY LOYD CALDWELL.
••••••••••••••••••••••

FROM Baptist sources conies an argument against

the fourth commandment, about as follows : "God
never intended the seventh day to be kept all over
the earth, since natere makes it impossible by giving us six months day and six months night at the
poles. hays and weeks they cannot measure, and
so they cannot tell when the seventh day comes.
Their missionaries find this a real obstacle," etc.
In 1856, the noted " Parson Brownlow," of
Nashville, Tenn„ published " The great Iron
Wheel Examined," a Methodist book, replying
to it Baptist hook by Eld. Graves. The books
are full of ridicule and 'charges of 4' fanaticism,"
" big,itry," " proselyting," etc., etc., similar to the
tactics these very bodies unite in using against
Adventism. On pages 238-9 we find the following
In these (polar) regions, we ask In an candor, how could
Immersion be performed 1 Not by melting snow or ice.
Not by baths, for they would freeze up. And yet In these

THERE, is a significance in this expression which
one fails to grasp without a clone study of the different passages in which it occurs. Spiritually
considered, faith in the word of God is the food
by which the newborn spiritual babe lives, grows,
and becomes strong. When Satan tempted the
Saviour to change a stone into bread, lie was answered by a quotation. front the word of God :
"Man shall not live by bread alone, butt by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."
But how many there are who are doubting, and
fearing, trying to live by vide reasonings and a
" hosier hope." They express thoughts like this :
Souwbody was a great awl good man. Ile did
not keep all the counnaudtnente, yet we have evidence to believe that ho will be saved. Isn't my
chance as good as his I Here is a person who, apparently, is a very devoted Christian, and ho has cold regime' dwell millions of human beings as good by
such faith that he can raise the sick to health, yet nature as we are; and If this mode of baptism be essential
Ito does not observe the fourth commandment. to salvation, they must be lost. This objection to immersion, ari.ing from climate, has always kept Baptist missionls n't his work of the Lord 'I
. No Baptist missionaries
Those are the husks of unbelief that Satan aries within warm climates.
ever yet atioupted to organize a society in the frozen re.
would have us live upon, or rather, die upon. gloms of Lapland, Siberia, Labrador, or Central Russia,
The Bible says, "The just shall live by faith." and for this very good reason, too, that nature has renAnd again, " As newborn babes, desire the sin- dered the' ordinance of baptism by immersion wholly Imcere milk of the word, that yo may grow thereby : practicable.
if so be yn have tasted that the Lord is gracious."
Now, while there may be often difficulty in
But people will not believe the word of God. It obeying God, in Sodoru as well as in Siberia, there
is distasteful to them. It is so much mote pal- is no real hinderance in- either of tho above cases,
atable to feed the carnal heart with the fables of as experience and reason prove. We will not
unbelief ; and so they belt and stumble, are here argue the point. Does God ask of man imsnared amyl taken,
possibilities) Yet all confess that ho has asked a
One of the signs which the Saviour gave of his weekly Sabbath. 1311t, granting all the objectors
second coming was the apinstrance of fide's Christs claim, it would be simply the old question of Moand false prophets who should show great signs hammed and the mountain. Mohanimed comand wonders, insomuch that, if it wore possible, manded a mountain to come to him, but said that
they should deceive the very elect, What kind if it would not come to him, ho would go to it /
of a sign or wonder will it ho that will deceive, if If it is 'time, which we deny, that men live where
possible, the very elect 7 it certainly could be they cannot keep the seventh day, let them move
nothing short of a work which so nearly resembles to where they can !
the genuine work of the gospel that the counterBut is n't it strange that nature is so orthodox
feit can be detected only by a reference to the sure as not to interfere with keeping the first day
word of God. There are instances on record in People say the " day line" is a " settler " to sevwhich the -work-of Satan very closely resembles enth-day keeping in the islands of the Pacific, and
the work of God. Aaron cast his rod on the that Seventh-day Adventists confess it.. Anti yet
ground before Pharaoh, and it became a serpent. they are now arranging for a missionary ship to
The magicians—servants of the Devil—did the re enforce and enlarge their work among those
same with their rods. Moses stretched his rod very islands I
over the waters of Egypt., and they became blood.
The Devil did the same thing through his servHOW MANY YEARS IS A GENERATION ?
ants. Moses brought frogs upon the lend. The
Egyptians did the same.
nv ;W. R. F. COTTRELL.
In the days of the prophet Elijah, God distinguished himself front Real by bringing fire from
THE question is often asked, "flow long is a
heaven upon the earth, in the eight of men. See generation 1" We believe that we are living in
1 slings 18 : 21,
In the butt great conflict the last generation ; because the signs in the sun,
between truth and error, just before the Lord moon, and stars, have appeared, concerning which '
comes, this very sign will be wrought by the power the Saviour said, " When ye shall see all these
of' Satan, to bring about his crowning deception things, know that it is near, even at the doors.
whereby the whole world will be deceived and Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not
lent : "And be dooth great wonders, so that he pass, till all these things be fulfilleil." These signs
maketh fire come down from heeven upon the having appeared, we have reached the last goner.
earth in the eight of men, and deceiveth them ation ; and, as it has been many years since they apthat dwell on the earth by the means of those peered, we must be near the time when Christ will
miracles which he had power to do in the .sight of come. We cannot say how near. The time canthe beast ; saying to theme that dwell on.the earth, not be. set.
that they should melte an image to the beast,
A generation is not made np of years, but of the
which had the wound by a sword, and did live." people inhabiting the earth at the given time. The
Rev. 13 : 13, 14.
avers:to length of human life has nothing to do in
Is there any means by which the people of God determining its length. The Lord simply assures
may he kept from the deeepti,o7hoofitStsattaHninadtlsititevlou us, and this with the most solemn aeseveration, as
a time as thisl—There is : ,
by faith." " To the law and to the testimony ; it were an oath, that the people liking upon the
if they speak not according to this word, it is be- earth when all these signs have been fulfilled, shall
cause there is no light in them." And we have not all pass away by dotal, till he shall come in his
glory. There are some still living who witnessed
an example in which a man actually escaped death
—literally lived by faith : " By faith. Enoch was the last of thew) signs, the falling of the stars ; and
there will be, until the Lord shall fulfill his promise.
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he thought it was swearing, it sounded so badly.
A glass, with a gilded. coronet upon it, was
As /to still lingered, the ill-looking mender of shoes brought, and that faithful witness showed Robert
picked up an old boot and hurled it at him. It the likeness of a little, old, pinched face, with two
struck him on the knuckles of the hand which he piercing dark eyes lit with pride, self-will, and im"That our pony may he m Plante grown up to their youth: that our
held up as a shield, and caused him great pain.
patience ; the whole surmounted by a black velvet
4eughter$ tour to m oornereitouee, polished atter the rhullttude of
" After them sprats 1" ho asked. " Where am cap. " I must be nearly a hundred," said Robert
palsoe."—Pe. 14( :12.
I to go 1 And what are spade 1"
to himself. " And how long have I to live 1 I
" Anywhere, anywhere, out of this horrid den !" wish I was a young man again. I could be very
FLYNN OF FORBEARANCE.
said Robert, as he turned to find the door. "I happy, though I had no servant to call me lord,
living were a bitter thing,
hope I shall not meet Joe Richmond," thought he, and hand me my glass of medicine." And then
A riddle without reasons,
as he groped his way down the dark stair. It was
Robert cried out, " Oh !" for his big toe seemed
If each sat lonely, gathering
not
very
likely
;
Joe
would
never
venture
to
carry
to
be an immense fire-work.
Within his own heart's narrow ring
his gold-headed stick along the filthy lanes Robert
And he awoke to find neither dapper valet, nor
Thu Lopes and fears encumbering
had to traverse for the errata.
The flight of earthly seasons.
gouty foot, nor wrinkled old hands, but hinisc!I in
The fresh air had a peculiar power. It turned the prime of youth and health ; and so happy was
Thank God that In life's little day,
Peter into Robert again ; it }stripped oil' the rags lie to be himself again, that he danced three times
Between our dawn and setting,
and
tatters, and dressed him in the good warns rotund the table, and uttered such a war-whoop
We have kind words to give away,
suit which he had despised. It carried him from that the policeman outside, who never had a job,
Sad hearts for which our own may pray,
the elutes of the great city into a snug street in thought that some one was being murdered at last,
And strength, when we are wronged, to stay,
Forgiving and forgetting.
the suburbs, where a policeman seems " more for and stood stock-still to listen.—Chatterbox.
ornament titan use." Robert was himself again ;
Thank God for other feet that be
and that night, when the curtains were drawn,
By ours in life's wayfaring ;
IN THE BEGINNING.
and the letup lit, and his grandfather stared as
For blessed Christian charity,
Believing when she cannot see,
usual at nobody, over the old-fashioned sideboard
Suffering her friend's infirmity,
out of his tarnished frame, Robert did not think
Arm being told in the Scriptures that in the
Enduring and forbearing,
the picture a "horrid daub," its he often had done, beginning God created the heaven and the earth,
nor was he inclined to be ill.tempeted because we aro moon told that in viewing his work God
We are all travelers who throng
there were no buttered muffins on the tea-table.
pronounced it " good." As God is infinite in goodA thorny way together ;
And if some pligritn net so strong
But man is like a wild ass's colt—he takes some ness, wiadone and power, all that ho does must be
As I, but foot-sore, does 11/e wrong,
taming. The remembrance of the vixen's tongue, good. Yet the whole plan of creation, from the
I'll make excme, the road 's so long,
and
the shoemaker's red-handed wrath kept Rob- formation of a stone up to the noblest work of all,
And stormy is the weather.
ert within bounds for some time. But, as '' the —the man who was created in the image of God,
sow that was washed [returned) to hour wallowing —must have been right at time beginning, or the
What comfort will it yield, the day
Whose light shall and WS dying,
in the mire," so did Relent go back to his ohl entire plan and structure would have been faulty
To know that once we had our way
ways.
and imperfect.
Against a child of weaker clay,
lie was very displeased because Torn Richmond
A child in building a toy house will often fail
And bought our triumph in the tray
had a knack of running up great scores at cricket, to lay the foundation layer of blocks quite evenly.
With purchase of his sighing I
and otherwise taking the Shine out of him, Bob, How soon the shaky pile totters and falls, we all
Most like our Lord are they who bear,
in manly sports. lie even dared to bloitoo Peeei
know. Ti;p work must all be done over again from
Like him, long with the sinning ;
deuce for making his mane short, and his tigers the placin* of the first little cube. A needleThe music of long-suffering prayer 1,.71
squat. "Why cannot I baits good, or better, than woman mikes a slight mistake in beginning a
Brings angels down God's golden stair,'
that Torn Richmond 1" asked he.
Like those through 0.1vet's darkened air
piece of .work, but believing that little by little the
Who saw our first beginning.
He had hardly spoken the words ere he lay in efflucte of the blunder can be rectified us_ the gar—Fitzhugh Ludlow.
the dirt of Piccadilly, the victim of a street acci- ment grows, she deceives herself into thinking all
dent. His leg was broken, his body covered with will come right at last. Vain hope ; the worker,
bruises, his clothes torn and miry. But he knew be she ever so skillful, becomes convinced at last
WHAT CAME OF DISCONTENT.
nothing till a chemist in a white apron got him that only by picking out stitch by stitch, and makinto hie shop, and forced a cordial down his throat. _ ing a right beginning, will the work become at, all
'Memo _Watt a boy who had been spoiled by
an over fond mother. When he cried for ithe And yet all was dim and dreamy for hours to come. "good."
But few thinking people ever begin a new year
bigger jam tart, he used to letve it. When he When ho could reflect, he found himself one of a
mad row of restless sufferers in the ward of a great without making certain wise and desirable rekicked at bed time, he got his own way, and re
ntaineil down-stairs, a poe.t to his (dolmas, who had London hospital. Three grave doctors and two solves. These resolutions are generally made in
counted on a little quiet after Bobby's disappear- neat handed nurses were gathered together round good faith and with all sincere desire to carry them
ance. So he grew up, petted ant apoiled, into Al his broken limb ; and, oh, how the examination out. But habit is so 11100h stronger than a mere
Ilia will wits like a did probe him to the quick ! One word he caught, resolve, that it is constantly falling out that peoaelf-willed, fretful lean.
mountain torrent, which, meeting with obstacles, or fancied ho caught, from their muttered whisper- ple who have started with the best intentions at
ings. It was the word " amputation."
the beginning of the year are surprised into findchafes and rages, and gets white,with passion.
To antler ing themselves committing the same errors, and
Oh this !terror of that moment
And Bobby was in time Mister Robert, with
stubble on his chin, and a silver mounted cane in maiming by the surgeon's knife, and to go on becoming guilty of the same faults they had dee.
his hand when he went tt-walking. But his nose crutches ever after i It was too horrible, and as termined to break away from for good and all.
turned rep et plain living —he disdained cold boiled he thought thereon he wept. That flood of tears But just at this very time is the greatest amount
beef and potatoes, the viands by which his father }somehow washed out the three doctors and the of will and resolution necessary. Far too many
kept up his internal fireii. lie was always repin- two nursers as the briny waves wash out - writings persons betrayed into sinning despite the wish and
ing because the Riclunon Is, who lived in the alone on the shore, and the long rows of narrow white purpose to overcome their sins, will become disstreet, could keep a better table, and flitted to the beds, where every one was either sick or dying, couraged at once, and argue with themselves :
sea-side every sunny August, ; and the young faded out of sight. Robert }damped with his leg " Alt, well ! HO long as I 'ye fallen into the old
four times on one of the roses in the parlor carpet, snare and begun after all in the old way, I might
Richmonds had gilt knobs on their canes.
In fact, Robert, unlike St Paul, had not learned to make Hero it was not really broken, and, oh ! as well keep on now for perhaps another year."
to be content ; and he was to be taught that valu- how he leaped for joy that night, though he heard Oh no, my friend ! do not yield to this argument
able bit of knowledge in a }strange fits lion. For, his father say, "Tom Richmond had been batting thrust into your mind by your worst enemy. Begin again ! If the year is to be marked as one of
one day, as he was moaning over his hard fate of }splendidly."
Robert, after this, was in a fairly good humor successive trial and failure, be determined to be a
having no nectarines for desmort like those lucky
Richtnondm, he suddenly found himself in rags and for about a calendar month. But he still cast dis- victor at last. Doubtless long before the year
tatters, and as ravenous as a dog who has been contented looks on a nobleman, who lived shut up closes you will have taught your ein,eubservience
kept two days without it hobo. lie glanced around beide(' a high wall and a lodge adorned with stone to a }stronger will than its own. Don't give up
and saw an ill-looking man with a tallowy face griffin}}. " Ifow happy it must be to be a lord I" because in the beginning of the now year you fail
mending some old 11110141.
WAS that man his St) sighed plain Mister Robert. No sooner- said at first in your fair resolves. Keep making fresh
father 1 A miserable looking woman, stocking a than done. Ile immediately felt an intense pain beginnings in the right direction. These boundashort, black pipe, stood at a wash tub, the Meant in his right toe, and looking down et it he found ries of time to which mon attach importance are
from which filled the room and dimmed the two or it as big as it alai! pillow, and propped up on a merely recognized by the Almighty as dates fixed
by which his grand system for the revolving seathree pence that were left in the window. A dirty kind of stool.
infant squalled on the floor, and two or three chillie had got the gout ! And, looking at his sons shall be marked, and such things as pertain
dren of various ages, with matted hair, pinched hands, he saw that they wore wonderfully old and simply to time shall be regulated. But a thousand
cheeks, arid skinny arms, stood or sainatted about. wrinkled. A gentleman in black clothes was glid- years are but as a day with the eternal God, and
And thin was Robert's home ! A shrill voice ing noiselessly about the room. While Robert a day as a thousand years. Every day in the
roused hint lion; his sail thoughts, "Now, Peter, was thinking he had never seen such knobby, mis- year is a suitable one in his sight in which to
make a strong endeavor to begin aright. Bunten
are you never going after them sprats 1 " Hobert shapen old bands as his own had become, the gen
gazed at one of the boys whom he thought looked tleman in black drew near and said, " My lord, it -nature ie much the same everywhere. Like his
most like a Pouter, when he found every eve except is time to take your medicine." Robert always tory, it repeats itself continually. And it is bethe baby's fixed on himself. The idea seized him hail tinted physic, and, to pat off thou evil hour, he cause we have experienced and understood this
that he meet be the Peter who had to fad) the ventured to ask the meek valet for a looking-glass. struggle of resolve and defeat, this sincere desire
" If my hands look like that," thought he, " how in the right direction baffled by the old failings
sprats ; and this seemed all the more likely when
the woman et the wash-tub took her pipe out of ugly will my face appear 1-9. face I used to think and tendencies, that a strong word of encouragement is sent forth to the disheartened beginner, to
her mouth and began to swear at hire--at least, rather handsome."
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begin again. It was the all-wise Creator who in ,
the beginning made his work good. It is only
natural that man should err.
But remember ! there absolutely must be a beginning which is "good," before a true, noble, and
-worthy life can be built up. And the help of, the
great Master Builder is freely offered to all who
truly wish to make a true and solid
Christian at Work.

,
pettal

ration.

COMPULSORY 011RISTISNI'rY.
ARTICLE

7.—

THR CHRISTIAN SABBATH As A CIVIL

.`

liad the Sabbath protected by law in almost all the States ; the cif Ii
Sunday could not stand a decade without lb; Christian OM etiOtt."
Ser. Dr. .1. M. king, Member P:ranyelield
"And place all Christian laws, Institutions, and usages on au undeniable legal basis in the fundamental law Or the iamb" -11rm . Mr.
Itrunet, Pres. Selional 'Worm dssocintion.

`, We may lie subjected to home rebuffs lit our first prffers, and the
thus has not rut COMO when the Roman Church min tionsent to atrike
hands with the littler cliiirchcc, a, ,iich; but the time has come to
make repeated ad t'sni es, anti to gladly accept co-operation in any
term in which they ithe Catholic Church) may ben dine; to exhibit it,
Stritr,mtan,
of die sit Itat I rat." •
It i s
Aug. 81, IS‘ti,
talewell, boasted freedom,
Sad, oh I sad is thy fate,
When the Church is united
In foul marriage to State!
For against those who differ
She will seek for a flaw,
When her creed, or her dogma,
Is defended by law!
Justice falls In the streets;
For the evil and great
Then will flock to the churches,
For the smiles of the State.
All the evidence brought
Will avail not a straw,
Less the creed of the Nitwit
Shall conform to the law!
Then the hypocrIte,., all,
' (le gate,
Will bend Ion
For a bid to the
Of the Church Asil the State!
Then the pews will be crowded,—
Here an inference draw,—
With each convert(?) couatructed
in accordance with law!
Then beware, a ye sealota,
Ere, alas! 't is too late,
Bow you urge on this union
Of the Church and the State!
'lleath kindly pretensions
There is lurking the claw
Of Tradition and Error,
Nursed and coddled by !awl
Then the pure word of (hod
Men will jeer and berate,
When the Church is polluted
By alliance with State;
Then such acts will be witnessed
As you never yet saw,
When the conscience is throttled
By the grip of the law!
Her brow 'gainat opposers,
Then will wrinkle with hate,
As she calls to sustain her
All the might of the State;
Then the rake IVO the knave
She will hold lu respect,
And receive, yea, GapUze them,
As the law may direct.
—M. B. Duffle, In Chicago Times, Jan. 1, 1888.

WHAT MACAULAY THOUGHT OF A GOVERNMENT RELIGION.
A rstrry4KoT and timely word Iron a writer like
Macaulay may, perhaps, be heeded by the wrongheaded men who think they aro going to help the
cause of religion forward wonderfully by incorporating the accepted shibboleth of the Christian profession in the Constit ution of the United Statea.
Macaulay watt one who ought to be able to state.
the effects of mixing up civil and religions thinge
its explicitly and authoritatively tot anybody
Ile remarks in oar, of his essays :—
The, real soeurity of Christianity is to be found in , be
nevolent morality; in its exquisite adaptation to the human
heart; In the twain), with which Its scheme accommodates
itself to the capacity of every Monett intellect; In the consolation which it heats to the house of mourning ; in the light
-with whirir tt brightens the great mystery of the grave.
To such a system it elm to Mg no addition of dignity or of
t.trength, that it is part and parcel of the common law. It
is not now for the first time left to rely on the force of Its
own evidences and the attractions of Its own beauty.

Its sublime theology confounded the Grecian schools in
the fair conflict of reason with reason. The bravest and
wisest of the Cesare found their arms and their policy unavailing, when opposed to the weapons that were not carnal, and the kingdom that was not of this world. The victory which Porphyry and Diocletian failed to gain is not,
to all appearance, reserved for any of those who have in this
age directed their attacks against the last restraint of the
powerful and the last hope of the wretched. The whole
history of the Christian religion shows that she is i/1 far
greater danger of being corrupted by the alliance of power
than of being crushed by its opposition. Those who thrust
temporal sovereignty upon her, treat her as their prototypes
treated her author. They bow the knee, and spit upon her;
they cry Mill and smite her on the cheek; they put a
scepter into her hand, but it Is a fragile reed; they crown
her, but it is with thorns; they cover with purple the
wounds which their own hands have Inflicted ou her; and
inscribe magnificent titles over the cross on wItteh they
have fixed her to perish in ignomiiiy and pain.

In the above passage the sure result of all attempts to marry religion to civil law is most effectively and eloquently sketched. If those who are
blindly and blunderingly engaged in that mistaken
work in this country are half as wise as they
would be thought, they will give these words serious heed in due season.—Banner of fight.

•
FACT YS. THEORY.
FACT and theory are two very different things,
and the lesson time reads to us on the subject, every
now and then, ought to make us extremely cautious
about accepting the one for the other. Fact stands
unscathed during the lapse of years, but theory,
as a general rule, sooner or later crumbles at the
foundation, and either drops away piecemeal or
topples to the ground with a sudden crash.' The
crumbling process has long been doing its work
upon two of the moat magnificent and revered conceptions of modern science,—the evolutionary theory of Darwin and the nebular hypothesis of Laplace ; and the calamity, in ono form or the other,
appears not far distant, if indeed it has not al' ready overtaken them. Darwinism in staggering
under the terrific blows dealt it by the later discoveries of scienctI, and numbers its greatest enemies
in the ranks of the most eminent scientists ; and
the once fatuous and awe-inspiring nebular hypothesis is even now reeling under what appears
to be its death blow. The butt number of the Now
York Observer has the following testimony :—
The nebular hypothesis of Laplace seems now to be

questioned sod even rejected by eminent astronomers. The
Christian Intelligencer, whose senior editor, the Rev. Dr. J.
M. Ferris, is a student of the skies, thinks it received its
death blow last summer. Some of its parts may be saved,
but It will receive extensive reconstruction. Miss A. M.
Clark, a distinguished astronomer, is quoted as saying :
"The nebular hypothesis as fashioned by Laplace, no longer
tits in with all the facts. The reiterated blows of objectors
may fairly be said to have shattered the symmetrical mold
In which Laplace east his ideas. What remains of It Is
annulled up- in the statement that the solar system did
originate, somehow, by the condensation of a primitive
nebula. The scat it irrevocably gone, and the Hold lies
open for ingenious theorising," It is a good thing that we
have not to discern our way to heaven through the astronomer's telescope,

In sublime contrast with these great dissolving
fog-banks of theory stands the eternal, tangible.
verity of Revelation, which has never been questioned or rejected by men of eminence in the
moral world, has never needed reconstruction, and
which the fiercest blows of all its enemies have
never been able to shatter.

THE RUSSO-GERMAN SITUATION.
Tux position of affairs on the frontier between
Russia and Germany is a grim reply to the efforts
of the societies that are seeking to settle all international disputes by arbitration, It is an equally
grins satire upon the sentiment of peace and good,
will that belongs to the present season. Evidently
the,millennium is a good way off yet, when the
three most powerful nations on earth are arming
themselves to the teeth, increasing their forces, and
hurrying their armies to the boundary lino for no
other reason than some intsornItio charges of nudorhanded plotting in distant. Bulgaria or scandals
set afloat in forged letters.
The article inspired by the czar; hi the 8t. Petersburg Military Gazette, is of itself a threat of war.
It charge,s Germany and Austria with menacing
the frontier and endangering the peace of Europe.
it Bets forth that during the last live years Germany has greatly increased her effective, re-inforced her forces on the frontier, and built rail-
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roads and fortresses for no other purpose than to
threaten Russia. It Charges that Austria has been
engaged in the name kind of business and for the
same purpose, and that both these Powers 'have
been increasing their peace-footing armies while
Russia was reducing hers. In view of this situation, the Gazette says :—
German and Austrian military authorities understand

the defensive character of this measure. They can calmly
calculate how many corps Russia will have to send to the
frontier while peace is undisturbed, so that after concentrating at any given point the forces and means at her disposal might Ranee to place Russia on a footing of equality
with her opponents. They can also calculate the strength
of the fortes with which, in the event of war, Russia could
be rapidly invaded. They can still hope, by sudden action,
to win comparatively cheap laurels ; but high Russian military oflivers, who do not fear the ultimate issue of a conflict, even if the whole forces of the peace league moved
out against Russia, nevertheless openly recognize that the
defense of Russian territory is not yet assured, anti if the
peace league considers itself justified in developing Its defensive measures so fsr as to bring certain Russian districts under the range of the guns of its most advanced
forts, Russia has an undoubted right to provide for her defense, and to take every measure to uphold her honor and
maintain the inviolability of her territory.

While Russia persistently declares that she
peace, but that war may be precipitated if
Germany and Austria continue in their present
course, the lastnateed Powers are equally emphatic
in their declarations that they want peace also, but
that they must be ready for war if Russia does not lou
discontinue her present policy. Under such circumstances it would seem to be a very simple settlement of the trouble for all three Powers to withdraw their troops and thus secure the peace they
want. Instead of that, they are massing their
forces in huge encampments, strengthening their
fortresses, hurrying forward large bodies of troops
with the utmost secrecy and silence, accumulating
stores and ordnance, and neither party seems disposed to take the first step toward a peaceful solution of the question, or to admit responsibility for
these continuous re-inforoements in a time of peace.
It is evident enough that this state of things cannot last much longer without an explanation, and
that, as Russia is the principal aggressor and has
been the moat active in crowding her troops
through to the frontier, and the most menacing in
her actions and language, an ultimatum must be
sent demanding the cause of her hostile attitude.
Should the answer prove unsatisfactory, there will
probably be a rapid march of the Austrian and
German forces in that direction. Thus it is within the power of either the emperor or czar to give
the signal for slaughter all the time that they are
professing to want peace, in mockery of the Christmas sentiment of " Peace on earth, goodwill toward men ; " and that, too, without even a decent
pretext for the national murder of their subjects.—
wants

Chicago Tribune.

INFERNAL MACHINE CRIMES.
A /law species of crime has come into prominence in recent years, which in its fiendishness and
general atrocity equals anything ever devised by
the wickedness and malignancy of the heart of
man. In some respects it is worse than the crimes
committed in ancient times by the assaasination aocieties, by means of poisoned daggers and fearful
instruments of torture. It is more cowardly than
any of these, and therefore even more atrocious.
The invention of this new crime dates back to
about the time of the invention of dynamite. This
composition offers the advantages of being quickly
and cheaply made, of being Noisily exploded, in various ways, and of producing large results with a
small outlay of material. MI that is necessary to
blow up a building or scatter death and destruction among a crowd of people, is to conceal a little
of this dynamite in a package of any hard material, I
like iron or lead, so arranged as to explode when
thrown or struck against. A still more common
method, and the one to which we have particular
reference here, is the use of what is known an the it
infernal machine. Them) machines arc either fitted up with clock-work which may be set to Iwoduce an explosion at any given time, or are made
to bear the semblance of harmless-looking packages, so arranged as to explode in the hands pf the
person who undertakes to open them. Those instruments of death were first brought into use by
the Fenians, the Anarchists, and other, persons
and organizations akin to these. The explosion
in the Tower of London in 1885, and the Ilaymar-
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ket massacre at Chicago in 1886, are 'two of the
Worst crimes which have been committed through
the instrumentality of dynamite.
More recently, the infernal machine seems to
have come into use as a, means of executing private
vengeance for real or supposed grievances. It was
only a few weeks ago that the wife of a prominent
merchant in the city of Brooklyn was painfully injured by the explosion of one of these machines,
which was addressed to her husband, it, is supposed, by settle ono who had a personal grudge
against him. The machine was concealed in the
form of a package, which exploded when opened.
It was only by a fortunate circumatance that it
(lid not produce more serious melts th in it, did.
Within the past few days sit attempt has been
made in this city to put one of these fiendish contrivances into•operation. In this case, the package
containing the machine was sent to an ollicer of a
local militia regiment. Owing to its suspicious
appearance, the package was sent to a chemical oxpert for examination. I t proved to be a box containing a bottle of nitric acid embedded in a mass
of powder. It was evidently designed that the
powder should explode when the box was opened,
bursting the bottle and scattering the nitric acid
over the person opening it. The terrible comm.
quences of such an explosion can easily be imagined. Its least effect would be to destroy the eyesight of the person handling the package. It is
not easy to speak in moderate terms of the character of such crimes as these, or of the proper punishment of the persons who may be found guilty
of, perpetrating them. It seems as if our present
laws make no adequate provision for punishing
this crime. All crime is savage and barbarous in
its nature, but this oilimse of the infernal machine
is a degree lower in its savageness and barbarity
than almost any now known among men. It may
be found necessary yet to recognize it by a spevial
statute, with a penalty (Oise(' commensurate with
its enormity.— .t'ee' York. Olmerver.
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himself freed front the presence of Captain Nigh, Mr. Christain had time to reflect on
his course. A fter his passion had cooled, he clearly
saw that hie rash act, would sentence him to an
ignominious death, at the hands of his countrymen.
Ile therefore had but, ono alternative, which was
to select some secluded retreat, and there spend
the remainder of his life in exile. The prospect
Was not, a pleasant one, but he was forced to ac.
cept IL
' The eotumand of the " Bounty " naturally devolving upon Christian, he turned the vessel's
prow toward the Island Toobonai, one of the Society
Group, designing to locate there. But on approaching its shores, the natives made such savage demonstrations that it, was thought best not to force
vessel's course was
a landing at that time,
then changed to Tahita. On the way there, the
cargo of bread fruit trees was thrown overboard,
and all the articles of hurter were distributed
among the men.
Arriving again in Matavai Bay, the Tahitians
flocked on hoard, glad to see their old friends. But
u pon their inquiry as to what bad become of the
cargo and the other part of the crow, Christian told
them that on the ocean they had met Captain Cook
(whom the islanders well knew), and that lie had doFINIANI;

sired to have the cargo and missing people to help
settle an island he had lately discovered ; but that
they themselves had been sent back to Tahita to
procure live stock and provisions for the same
purpose.
Believing the story of Christian, the natives let
him have what ho desired, after which he again
set sail for Toobomti. This time they were permitted to land, and commenced the work of colonizing. But some of Christian's men feeling their
superiority over the dark-skinned islander; which
showed itself in various ways, hand to hand conflicts took place between the races, in oho of which
Christian came near losing his life.
The party was then determined to leave the island. Sixteen of them were desirous to return to
Tahita, and there remain, while Christian and the
other eight preferred to bad some secluded place,
where the
()rivers would not find them in
the event a
mutiny's being discovered. It
wax therefo,,
that those who wished it
should be taken to 'Palate, and receive their share
of every article of barter on the " Bounty." But
Christian, and those who remained with him, wore
to have the vessel in which to seek another place
better suited to their inclinations.
Taking along with them enough native men and
women to swell their number to twenty-live, those
who retained the, vessel left Tahita for the last
time, Sept. 23, 1789. We will, however, lease
these for awhile, and follow the fortimes of
those who remained on the island. Two of the
sixteen were killed in a quarrel between themselves,
The other fourteen were arrested, eighteen months
after being left there, by Captain Edwards, who
had been sent by the English government, to apprehend the mutineers and return them to England for trial.
They were taken on board the ship orandora,"
heavily ironed, and thrust into a large strong box,
built on the deck for a prison. The place of their
confinement was only eleven feet wide and eighteen
feet long, with a bole at the top eighteen inches
square. There were also two others at the bides,
for the admission of air, each nine inches square,
but securely fastened by iron gratings. Itt this
contracted space, these fourteen men were kept
heavily manacled, and chained to iron bars, for
severa l months, They were also constantly guarded
by two sentries, and forbidden to converse together
under the penalty of being shot. Once a week
the filth of the place was washed out by throwing
plenty of salt water over the prisoners.
Chained down in thin manner, every lurch of
the ship throw them against the sides of their
prison, and against each other, until they were
bruised and blooding. No matter how cramped
their position, how stilling the heat, or how drenching the rain that beat upon theta, they were not
permitted to move, or talk to each other of their
situation. One would hardly believe bow vulturehearted his fellow-man is capable of becoming,
without reading the journal written by one of these
unfortunates after reaching England.
AfOr cruising about, three months among the
islands in a fruitless search for Christian and his
companions, the "Pandora's" head Was turned
toward England. Beaching the northeast coast of
Australia, the ship was driven upon the reefs,
and filled with water. As the ship was about going down, the captain with his men prepared to
save themselves by taking to the boats. But what
provision Watt made to save the prisoners 1—None
whatever. On the other hand, when the poor unfortunates begged not to be left, the scuttle in the
top of their box was actually put on and fastened
down by the masteratt-arms ! But another man,
more merciful than the others, runt and took out
the bolts which hold down the scuttle, and threw
them overboard. Just then the ship gave a lurch,
and wont down, while the prison box floated.
Some of the prisoners succeeded in breaking their
irons, which allowed them to swim,
Four of the company who could not get released
from their irons were drowned. The other ten escaped, and reached a small island, about irio yards
in circuit, whore the captain and a pert of his
crow had found refuge from the Waves. But oven
here the unheard-of cruelty of the captain was
manifested. It would Hem that a fellow-feeling
would have softened his heart. But not so. Ilis
was not that kind. His was of that callous nature
that is impervious to all generous, or oven human
impulses. For himself and men, he had tents
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erected on the island to protect themselves from
the tropical sun by day, and the chilly dampness
by night. But the prisoners wore not allowed to
approach them. During the day they covered themselves with damp sand, to guard against the
rays of the sun, and at night lay down behind
banks of the same material, to get a shelter from
the cold winds.
Here, living on two musket-balls' weight of
bread a day, and a sip of wino, the prisoners waited
nine days, till the boats could be fitted and they
could resume their journey. There were yet 1,000
miles between them and the Island of Timor, where
the Dutch settlement was located. This distance
must be made under a scorching sun, in open boats,
and with only the amount of provisions above
stated. Fourteen days wore consumed in the voyage, during which time the brutality of Edwards
was more manifest than ever.
Arriving at Coupang, the mon were immediately
itnprisoned, where they remained for twenty days.
They were then plami on board a Dutch vessel,
" Remitting," by name, and taken to Batavia.
I lore three small vessels wore hired to take the entire company to the Cape of Good Hope. At that
point they were transferred to the English ship
"Gorgon," in which vessel the prisoners wore
bettor treated, being chained by only one leg, and
having the luxury of an old sail to lie on.
On June 19, 1792, the prisoners arrived at Spithead, England, the port from which they had sailed
four years and four months previous, in the
" Bounty." In the land of their nativity, but
without friends who dared openly to intercede for
them, these men were now to stand their trial for
the mutiny on board the "Bounty."
It would be too tedious to follow the strange
proceedings of the court-martial by which these
men were tried, but Runic° it to say that after five
weeks of torturing suspense and anxiety, four of'
tile prisoners were -acquitted. The others were
sentenced to be hanged, but three of these, one of
whom was the boy Heywood, were pardoned.
Two days after the pardon of these, the three remaining. ones were executed on board the ship
" Brunswick," in Portsmouth harbor.
Captain Bligh, after rising to the post of viceadmiral in the English navy, died in London, in
181.7. Edwards became an admiral very soon
after his achievements in capturing and bringing to
justice the mutineers of the " Bounty." Young
Heywood, after his pardon, served in the navy until 1816, and rose to bo a post captain. He died
in 1831.
In our next we will trace the course of Christian
and his comrades in the " Bounty " as they were
on the point of leaving Tahita to seek a secluded
J. 0. Comes.
retreat from justice.

THE MISSIONARY SPIRIT.
IN the ..111totionary Review of January, 1888,
we find a passage so well calculated to inspire a
missionary spirit in every heart, that wo are constrained to transfer it to our columns, with the
hope that it may help to kindle in the heart of the
reader a divine ardor and fervor for the salvation
of souls and a zeal for the glory of God, which
shall displace selfishness. worldliness, avarice, and
ambition :—
Viten, are the lingers of Clod. There is no logic like the
logic of events ; no demonstration like the demonstration
of the Spirit. Apathy, and even antipathy, toward the
work of missions, are turned into positive and powerful
sympathy, when a true disciple learns how mightily Clod
has wrought and is working with the little missionary band.
Men like James Ilauulugton, who once were indifferent to
foreign missions because they were ignorant them, have,
like the martyr bishop of Africa, found that a simple knowi.
edge of the wonderful work of God's providence and Spirit,
even among the most depraved and degraded tribes, has itt
a flame in their souls that could neither be quenched nor
confined, — ailame that has grown into a fire, a conflagration; cot seining selfishness anti worldliness ; displacing the
eartisi lusts---appetite, avarice, and ambition, by a 111010
ardor and fervor, passion for souls, sad real for the glory
of flail.

of

—A missionary spirit is the test of a standing
or falling church. Whore you have a living
church you will have a missionary spirit, and
where you find a missionary spirit you may
rest assured there is a living church behind.—
Lord ()aims.
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"Sttootity theta through Thy Truth; Thy Word Is Truth."
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• SERIOUS FACTS.

accumulation of evidence that we are right in the application of the prophecy of Rev. 18 : 11-17 to the
United States, and consequently that the last nations
to appear in the drama of time are now on the
stage of action. Under the heading, "Our Growing
Wealth;" we find the following:—
Mr. Mulhall, the English statistician, published as the

result of his investigations some years ago, that this•country was adding to its wealth yearly about as much as Great
Britain, France, and Germany combined, as follows : Germany, $200,000,000 yearly; France, $375,000,000 yearly
Great Britain, $325,000,000 yearly; and the United States,
$875,000,000.
The figures deduced from the census report do not entirely agree with this, but, as that excellent authority, Mr.
Carroll D. Wright, of the Bureau of Labor, has recently
made evident, the conclusions deduced from the census
statistics on property, etc., are only more or less reliable.
Yet, on whatsoever basis we draw our conclusions, it is evident that the sum total is enormous. There has been a progressive Increase also, larger in the later years than in the
earlier period. It should he larger now, seven years later,
than it was In 1880. fence it would not be unreasonable,
but for the extraordinary and luxurious waste of prosperous years, to estimate that $500,000,000 might be applied
from the profits or accumulations of a single half year to
permanent forms of improvement. It startles one to consider that, In spite of all the luxury that is witnessed, and
in spite of the slow and slander gales ,of the people in
many parts of the country, the nation may nevertheless be
adding yearly a thousand millions to its wealth. It.: /Ills
1.11.1
waste and luxury have increased, it ma
the probe doubted whether these have grown
ductive industries by which they are supl..,... .i.

Some statements are coming out from time to time,
in current publications, calculated to arouse anxious
reflection, on the part of those who have committed
themselves to the doctrine of the temporal millennium,
Or who care anything for the consummation involved
In that doctrine.
In the January number of the Iltiosionary Review of
the World, we find , elaborate article ou the " Statistics of the World's Missions." In this it is shown
that while from 1850 to 1880 there was a large increase of membership in the churches which claim to
be committed to the work of converting the world,
there has been a great decrease of interest in the
matter of sending the gospel to the heathen, as shown
by a decreased percentage of the property held by the
church, now contributed to that end.
Thus in 1850 contributions in behalf of 'missions
THE REM RAILWAY,
amounted to one and one tenth mills on each dollar
A wonderful achievement of American genius, or
of property possessed. In 1880 this percentage had
run down to six and a half tenths of one mill, a fall- that which will be wonderful when it is achieved, is
ing off of nearly one half. But certainly a contri- now under consideration, and bids fair soon to bebution of only six and one half hundredths of one come an accomplished fact. It is the much-talked-of
cent, on every dollar of property possessed, does not ship railway across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, beindicate a very encouraging degree of interest, con. tween the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, designed to
sitiering the fact that they have on their hands a take up in its arms the world's commerce, and lift it
growing multitude of heathen, which has now reached in bulk from one ocean to the other. Mr. Ends, the
the aggregate of over ono thousand millions.
projector of this undertaking, had finished the plans
But in addition to this there is a more startling fact and designs for the same before his death. Of the
to be considered, and one which is still more dis- company since formed to carry it through, we find
couraging to the view of the world's speedy conver. this notice :—
The Earls Tehuantepec Ship Railway Company Intend
Ilion. This is not concerning the question whether,
notwithstanding all that is being done to bring the to take out a charter under the laws of the State of New
York, and as soon as this shall have been accomplished,
heathen to the light of the gospel, they are not
and the final arrangements made, work will be comcreasing in numbers year by by year, so that Chris. menced. The plans and designs for the undertaking were
tlanity has each year a greater work before it ; this (Wished before Captain Rade' death. The time required to
we know to be the case ; but it is concerning the complete the undertaking was estimated by Captain Eads
at from three to four years.
question whether or not paganism is not winning as
3. RAPID COMMUNICATION.
extensive conquests right here in the United States,
The wonderful strides which have been made in
the most enlightened and most Christianized laud on
the matter of telegraphic communication, since the
the globe, as Christianity is winning in pagan lands.
invention of the electric telegraph, a little over half
This is not a suggestion of our own, but comes from
a minister of one of the popular denominations of a century ago, is set forth in the following :—
When the first electric telegraph was established, accordour time. J. G. Townsend, D. D., of Jamestown,
ing to the British Postmaster General, the speed of transN. Y., in a recent daily of that city, says :—
mission was from four to five words a minute on the live
In Africa, China, India, Japan, Christian missions are needle instruments. In 1840 the average rate for a awnmaking but little advance. Many missions are struggling bar of newspaper messages was seventeen words a minute.
to hold the places they have conquered. It is no doubt
true that for every convert gained in China, Japan, or India,
by United States missionaries, a convert is gained in the
United States to esoteric Buddhism, or theosophy,
Such is the confession one Is obliged to make whose

every circumstance would lead him to paint the picture in a light as favorable to the popular view as
possible. It should have a tendency to open all eyes
in regard to the " peace and safety " cry of the last
days—the modern fable of the world's conversion,
1 Then. 5 :1-5.
SIGNS AND WONDERS.
EVERY fulfillment of prophecy Is a sign ; and every
wonder is a fulfillment of prophecy. A remarkable
catalogue of signs and wonders was to mark the last
days. These may consist of strange appearances in
, -strange occurrences- on the earth ;
strange conditions of society, political, social, and religious; fulfillments of prophecy in the rise and progress - of nations ; and remarkable discoveries and
achievements of science. In a single issue of a Reentitle paper, not long since, we found the following points touched upon, which are worthy of mention in this connection :1. AMERICAN wextan.

The growing wealth of the United States is one of
the most amazing features in the progress of this
nation. So many marvelous things have already
taken place in connection with the development of
our country, that it is now hardly possible to say anything under this head, 'which will attract any attention. But what we see is no less significant, though

it has ceased to excite wonder. It is all a constant

The present pace of the electric telegraph between London
and Dublin; where the Wheatstone autom,.. instrument
is employed, reaches 402 words a minute; u...1 thus what
was regarded as miraculous sixty years ago, hue multiplied
a hundred-fold in bail a century.
4. A MARVELOUS PRINTINOTRE88.

Progress in improved machinery for printing has
been no less wonderful than in any other line of invention. Two hundred and fifty impressions an
hour on the old hand press, was the marvel of the
age a few years ago. One thousand an hour on the
first power presses, was quite an advance. Then
came the perfecting presses, with their 30,000 to 35,000 impressions per hour, which was looked upon
as the limit. But now another vast stride gives us
75,000 impressions per hour. What next ? Oa this
point the following Item appears :—
An immense presarbuilt -by R. Boo A: Co., for the Neer York Telegram, is the largest and most intricate press ever
made. It weighs fifty tons, and has a capacity of 75,000
Telegrams an hour, or 144,000 single sheets In the same
time. Over 11,000 separate pieces enter Into its construction. Three separate plates rest upon Its cylinder, and type
or stereotype plates can be used indiscriminately.
5. ACHIEVEMENTS OF ELECTRICITY.

On this point the following paragraph will speak
for itself :—
At a recent annual meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Mr. T. C. Martin delivered fin *inhale,
whose merit may be judged from the following interesting
extract:—
" The electric statistics of to-day are nothing short of
colossal. To go no farther than our own country, we find
au investment end capitalization in simply the leading
electrical indus'eles,—telegraphy, telephony, electric lighting, and electric power,—of a sum of at least $350,000,000.
There are In America at least 700,000 miles of telegraph
wire, Last year 320,000,000 telephonic conversations were

held. Over 150,000 arc lamps, and ineandescents verging
on 1,000,000, now instruct the public eye that the electric
light is the light before which all others must pale their ineffectual fires. At least 10,000 electric motors ire employed in the most varied indust ries; and while the electric
railways here are carrying passengers at the rate of 8,500,000 annually, the extraordinary increase now going on in
that. branch promises that the figures will be doubled within
the year, with at least from forty to seventy-five electric
roads in operation. When to these figures we add the
thousands of dynamos and vat* used in electro-platiog, the
countless electrical appliances reed in medicine, surgery,
and the miscellaneous arts, and endless variety of electric
apparatuses for convenience, safety, protection, and comfort
in the house, aloe, train, or hotel, we arrive at sum totals
dealing with which a statistician needs all his ability to
mass and classify. It fe no exaggeration to say, moreover,
that in the electric industries hundreds of thousands of our
most intelligent citizens of both sexes find remunerative
and agreeable occupation; nor is it exaggeration to affirm
that at a time when all great departments of manufacture
must depend for success on the degree of technical culture
and skill displayed in them, none rest on a more strictly
scientific basis than ours."

THE PRESENT ECCLESIASTICAL DELFT.
RICHARD WHEATLEY, is Harpers' Weekly of Jan.
7, 1888, speaks of the "General Conference of the
Evangelical Alliance for the United States of America," recently hold in Washington, D. C., as " a memorable fact in the religious history of the country,
and an indication of the drift of the churches."
Of the material of which the Conference was composed, he says:—
Ministers and laymen of all the principal and most of

the minor denominations composed it. Bishops of several
Episcopal churches, leaders of Presbyterial and Congrega-

tional bodies, justices of the Supreme Court of the United
States, and senators prominent in the national Legislature
took active part in its proceedings.
Of its work, he continues
The deliberations of this convocation were of a singularly
harmonious and almost unanimous character. Cranks were
few and summarily suppressed. The drift of the Protest•
ant churches is evidently toward co-operation and organic
unify. [Italics ours.]

Particular mention is made of the plea for unity
presented by Prof. Geo. E. Poet, of Beirut, Syria, who
closed his remarks with this exclamation ; "Brethren,
go home to your Conferences, Presbyteries, and Associations, and tell the bigots and fanatics to stand
aside."
The report states that 'all such pleadings for a cooperation that logically ends in organic union," were
received with " loud and prolonged applause," and
that this plainly " foretells modification of the church
visible. But what form that modification will take,
none may safely predict. The good sense of the
American people will reject all claims to apostolical
succession that are not sustained by apostolic spirit
and life."
Thifalast sentence is a confusion of the possibilities
which they may be obliged to consider before they
reach the destination toward which they have turned
their faces. We would that we could feel the assurance that the American people would reject all that
is here indicated ; but the last clause contains a fatal
proviso. It intimates that it what purports to be
apostoliC spirit and life are manifested, in that line
claims to apostolical succession may be acknowledged.
But if we may judge from present indications, it
will not be a great while before so-called Protestant
churches generally will acknowledge that as much of
"apostolic spirit and life" is seen in the Catholic
Church, as in any other. The movement Is one of
the striking signs of the times.
COLOSSIANS 2:1447.
"Bi,cerrtrio out the handwriting- of ordinances
that was against us, which was contrary to us, and
took it out of the way, nailing it to his cross.. .
Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink,
or in respect of a holyday, or of the new moon, or of
the Sabbath days : which are a shadow of things to
come ; but the body is of Christ."
Unless Moses has given us an incorrect record, there
was a law consisting of just ten commandments,
spoken by the voice of God from the summit of Sinai.
This law and no more God wrote with his own finger
upon the tables of stone. This he caused to be deposited by itself in the ark prepared expressly for its
reception. This code of ton commandments, be himself calls " a law." Ile said to Moses (Ex. 24 :12),
" Come up to me into the mount, and be there : and
I will give thee tables of stone, and a law, and commandments which I have written ; that thou mayest
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teach them." Qod wrote nothing but the ton commandments. These were alone written upon the tables; to these the terms "law," and "commandmeats" are both applied. By these circumstances
and peculiarities they are sharply distinguished and
set apart from all other injunctions and obligations,
By these they arc shown to belong, in a degree and a
sense not common to any other requirements, to the
Most High. They are pre•eminently " the law of
God," and " the commandments of God." These constitute that New Testament law by which is " the
knowledge of sin" (Rom. 8: 211), without which
"there is no transgression" nor imputation of sin
(Hon 4 : 15 ; 5 : 13), and the transgression of hich
is sin. 1 John 3 :4. These constitute ''his (bed's]
commandments," the keeping of which is " the whole
duty of man," anti by which every work shall be tested
in the Judgment (Eccl. 12 : 13, 14); and they compose
the "royal law " and the "law of liberty" by which
Janice declares that we shall be judged at lust. James
2:8, 12. They aro the "commandments of God" to
which the third message of Revelation 11 brings us,
in connection with "the faith of Jesus," w hic h includes all the teaching and precepts of Christ and his
apostles in the New Testament. Rev. 11 : 12. They
constitute that law which God declared that his Son
would " magnify " and make " honorable " (lea. 42:
21), which he speaks of as " my law," and declared
that he would write it under the new covenant in the
hearts of his people (Jer. 31 :33 ; lieb. 8 10)—the
"his [God's] commandments," which those will be
found keeping who will be summoned at last to enter
through the gates into the city of the New Jerusalem.
Rev. 22 : 14.
There was another law communicated privately to
Moses, and written by him in a book, called " the
book of the law," which consisted of instructions in
regard to meats, drinks, feast-days, divers washings,
and carnal ordinances, and which was deposited, not
in the ark, but by its side. The difference between
them in this respect was this : the ten commandments
lay in unapproachable majesty inside the golden ark,
deep graved by the finger of Deity himself in the
perishable agate of the mountains ; the law of types
and ceremonies lay outside the ark, written with ink,
by human heeds, on the perishable parchment.
We call the one " the moral law," because it related to moral duties alone ; the other we call "the
ceremonial law," because it related wholly to cere•
—moidirebaervances. It is not claimed that the terms
"moral law "and "ceremonial law " aro found in the
Scriptures ; but they arc convenient terms to express
distinctions which the Scriptures clearly teach. 'rho
Scriptures do not use the words " probation, " " prophetic," "millennial," " moral," " mental," " physical," and a host of other terms which are exceedingly
convenient to express distinctions recognized in the
Bible, and to which no one objects.
We say that Col. 2 : 1447 refers exclusively to the
ceremonial law, having to the moral law, not the remotest allusion whatever. And he who endeavors
to hide behind this scripture as his defense for the
neglect or violation of any moral duties, will stand at
last In the Judgment ashamed of his folly and speechless in his condemnation.
we ought to pay some
In studying Col, 2
regard to the consistency of the figures which the
apostle uses, lest we make him a simpleton in spite
of his inspiration. It is first to be noticed that the
subject of the apostle's remark, is the " handwriting
of ordinances." This expression will not apply in
any sense to the ten commandments ; for no abuse of
language can be carried far enough to allow us to call
them a "handwriting "; and they contained not a
single "ordinance," or ceremony. The "handwriting of ordinances " is not the ten commandments.
The apostle further says that this " handwriting"
was "blotted out." That only can be blotted out
with the ink and pen of the scribe, which has been
written by the hand of the scribe. That which is engraven in stone might be brushed over and discolored
with ink ; but the engraving would be there in all its
distinctness still ; It could not in any sense be " blot•
ted out," and it would be utterly inconsistent to apply
that term to it.
The apostle continues that this handwriting was
"nailed to the cross." If we attempt to apply this to
the ten commandments, we involve the astute and logical Paul in the absurdity of talking about nailing up
tables of stone. Against this there aro two reasons :
1. That which was designed ever to be annulled by
being nailed up after the ancient manner of parch-

ment laws, would not have been put upon such material as stone, in the first place ; and, 2. Having
been engraved on stone, the proper way to annul
them, if they had to be annulled, would be to break
the stone tablets, not try the absurd and impossible
feat of nailing them up.
A further inconsistency is involved in the idea of
nailing up the tables, when we consider the fact that
they were placed beyond human reach. Only certain
ones consecrated to that service, could even carry
the ark in whicl they were placed ; but no man could
look upon the tables of stone within the ark, and
live, The handwriting of Moses was given into their
bands, from which to read and teach the people, and
copies were multiplied for every synagogue in the
land. Acts 15 :21.
The figure of blotting out and nailing up the laws
written by men upon parchment as applied to what
Christ accomplished by his death upon the cross, is
at once consistent and forcible. Christ was nailed to
the cross. In him all offerings met their antitype, all
shadows their substance. They were there nailed in
1:
to the cross. Mon could look upon him and say,
More is the great sacrifice which supersedes all typical
offerings. The laws for these are now no longer in
force ; they aro nailed with him to the cross.
But suppose we try to consider that the tables of
stone were also there, in him, nailed to the cross ; in
what respect was he the antitype of them ? In what
respect were they shadows and he the substance Y
Could men look upon him and say, Now, tonight I
.will plunge a dagger into the heart of my enemy;
for the law, " Thou shalt not kill," is there in Christ
nailed to the cross, and is no longer binding ? Idiots
who will let the Devil lead them so to reason, should
seek lodgings for awhile in a Home for Imbeciles, and
then move on to the House of Correction.
But, says the objector, if the book of the law was
nailed to the cross, thou the ten commandments were
nailed to the cross ; for they were all in that book,
word for word ; and the doing away of the book did
them away also. Whoever makes such an assertion,
has certainly been very heedless in his reading of the
book. It is not true. The ton commandments nowhere appear in the books of Moses in legislative
form ; that is, in a form to derive their authority in
any degree from the book. They are but once re•
corded in set form, as God spoke them, and that is in
Ex. 20: 3-17. And this is historical and not legislative.; it is simply a narrative that God did come down
and give that law from Sinai with his own voice ; but
the law derived no authority from this narrative. Its
authority rested upon the fact that it had been spoken
by God, and written with his finger upon the tables
of stone, and deposited in the holiest spot of the
most holy place of the sanctuary. And though every
copy of the book containing this narrative had been
destroyed and put out of existence, it would not have
affected In the least the fact of the promulgation of
that law, nor have touched the tables containing the
legislr.tive transcript of the same. What is here stated
will apply also to Moses' rehearsal and paraphrase
of the law forty years later, as recorded in Deut.
5 6-21.
With the law of Moses it was not so, That was
promulgated through the book, and its authority was
derived from that record. It had no position elsewhere, and when that handwriting was nailed to the
cross, nothing of it longer remained.
(Concluded next reek.)
THE SUNDAY MANNA AGAIN.
LAST summer we published from the " Beretta
Leaflet" (which is a department in the Picture Lea
son Paper) of June, 1587, some questions and answers
claiming that the manna given to Israel in the wilderness fell every day but Sunday, and was preserved
over that day that the people might keep the Sabbath. For the benefit of new readers we will quote
it again. Commencing in the lesson with question 0,
we read; —
0. How often did they gather it 1the manna)I
Every day except Sunday,
10. Could they keep It over night
Only Saturday nights.
11. Why was this I
So they need not break the Sabbath.
In the explanation of the lesson, on the following
page, the writer says on this point about the
manna :—
It was called "manna." Every morning, except Sunday
morning, they had to gather it fresh. It would spoil if they
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tried to keep it any night except Saturday night. Then
God kept it from spoiling, for he wanted to teach the Israelites to keep the Sabbath holy,
It can hardly be thought strange that some shoed
doubt, as one of our correspondents did, that such
an outrageous falsification of the sacred record could
he published and taught to the youth by professedly
Christian teachers. But strange as it is, such is the
indisputable fact. The paper containing it, lying before us, is the Picture Lesson Paper of June 5, 1887,
bearing the imprint of the great Methodist publishing houses, Phillips and Hunt, New York ; Cranston
and Stowe, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bro. R. F. Barton, of Kansas, having a curiosity
to know on what ground they would attempt to
justify such a course of action, wrote to the editor,
making inquiry on that point. Ho received an answer which ho has kindly submitted to us, to use as
we may think proper. As the attempted justification
of such a palpable contradiction of facts strikes us
as being as strange as any other part of the transaction, we deem that it will be of interest to our readers, and present it herewith :—
It. F. timer"—
Dear Sir: I have not hitherto deemed tt best to cumber the minds of the little ones with technical points concerning Sunday and Sabbath. In P. L. P. lesson for June
5, 1 merely stated what would show the child that the
Lord's day, or God'e day, was to be held sacred, anti what
could be clearly understood without long explanation. Perhaps I sin in fault, but as you see space is very small, and
I care more to get the real thing before the child's mind
than merely technical poilds. If you will consult lesson
helps fur small children published by other houses, you
will find that some of them, at least, look upon this matter
as I do. Thanking you for your interest in our work, and
hoping that you will believe our desire to be, to do true
work for the lambs of the Master's told, I am,—
Yours in our Lord,
Enrroit Picture beams Paper.
If anything is calculated to show that the Sunday
doctrine has the effect mentioned In Ica. 29: 9, it is
this confession that it is considered the "real thing"
(we gives the italics as we find them) to uphold that
institution, even though it involves statements that
directly contradict some of the plainest records in all
the Scriptures, and that a person can suppose that he
is doing "true work" for 'the lambs of the Master's
fold by such teaching. If these children ever grow to
years of maturity, and road the record for themselves,
they will surely detect the deception that has been
practiced upon them. And what will Its effect be
then ? Surely a person must be under the influence
of something worse than wino or strong drink, to be
willing to pursue such a course ; and more's the pity
If there is more than one such.
HANDS AND HEADS.
Tint policy of using schools simply to educate the
head, is fast coming to be recognized as an erroneous
one. A person has hands as well as a head, and muscles as well as brain ; and experience, drawn front
ample experiments, is rapidly convincing educators
everywhere that the training of the hand is an importantsadjuact to that of the head, and that a due mt•
else of the muscles is a help rather than a hinderance
to the brain in its work. The policy, therefore,
adopted In the schools established by our people, of
connecting industrial training with book study, is
proving a sound one, more and more recognized as
such in the educational world. The Malden City
Frew has the following remarks upon this subject :—
Speaking of school matters, it is time to recognize that
the addition of Industrial training to our school system is
an absolute necessity of the time. More than this, It is cer•
tain to come. As things are now, the city lad is to dreamstanced that he must be behind the country youth in hardness—the ability to use tools and turn himself readily to
mechanical work. Our industrial establishments can find
plenty of lade who will learn to figure readily enough, but
when put to using tools, they show a sad want of capacity.
The training that comes to the country boy on the farm has
been left out. Experience proves—and Instances could be
cited from every place where industrial training has been
undertaken—that boys who do physical work a part of the
time do better brain work the remainder of the day. What
are schools for f -They aro meant to educate youth to eft!.
zenahip -yet now we neglect entirely to drill the hands.
That won't do. Hands and head belong to the same boy,
and he must get his living by their use. We are going to
try all sides in unison. The lads who used to frequent our
old academies lu winter, and worked on the farm in summer, made capital men. We have got to command something like the same condition now, and the movement is
under way.
—Never leave your way to seek a cross, nor go out
of your way to avoid one : appointed crosses are real
blessings.
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not exist without it, it should •be rememtion to the spiritual authority of the pope which that it could
bored
that
the
spirit existed grist for a considerable
the
foundation
stone
every true Catholic accepts all
time without the organization. And as the vital
of his faith. The spectacle of a Romish priest desprang up and flourished
nouncing in unmeasured terms the political machina- principles of Pr..,.,..stantism
for
years
before
the
establishment
of the first Prottions of his church, and alluding to its supreme head
estant church, the ordination of the first. Protestant
as " a poor old bag of bones," and at the same time
professing submissidu to the spiritual authority of pastor, or the framing of the Protestant system of
faith, so the organization to which those principles
that same "hag of bones" (for he still claims to be
give
rise may stand for years after the energizing
a Catholic), is a strange one, but It is by no means the
spirit
has passed away. That this spirit is . rapidly
first of which we have a record. The speech of Duke
passit,,,
sway, Catholics themselves have no difficulty
George of Saxony, at the famous Diet of Worms,
in
seeing.
Their testimony on this point is practice
denounced the papal corruptions of that age in terms
T.. A. S.
no less severe, though he was well known as no ally unanimous."
friend to the Reformation, anti many others since that
time have played a similar part. Dr. Mc Glynn is
said to have repelled with indignation the title which
some Protestants thought to attach to him, of 'the
Martin Luther of the nineteenth century,"- -a title
" Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that rierviaik
which he certainly does not yet merit, and probably
not to be unburned, rightly dividing the word of truth."-2 Tim.::
never will. Ito assails Rome on the side of politics,
a thing which many good Catholics have done before
"A CAPITAL YELLOW."
were thrown into the defense of the ememon cause of Chrishim; Luther assailed her on the side of religion.
tian revelation by union with the Catholic Church, the vic--tory would be certain; unbelief and Indifference could never • There is a similarity of attack, but in motives there
THE following quotation is from Prof. Phelps's
is all the difference which exists between the Bible
make stand agidnat a united Christianity In a population
" Studies of the Old Testament." " Said one men
so full of religious reminiscences and prediction, and so and the land theories of Henry George, It Is the
of the world, whose misfortune it was to have a 'gay
susceptible of persuasive logic and genuine eloquence." In
difference between conviction of the heart and of the
view of these conceptions, what are the obstacles to union
pastor is a capital felhead, between the inspiration of heaven and the as- parson ' for his pastor, 'Our
with Catholics?
low, a born wit, a splendid mimic ; he keeps the tapiration of earth. In this difference is revealed the
It will be noticed that Catholics never propose to
ble in a roar ; and in the pulpit he is not afraid to
unite with Protestants ; so far as they have anything mighty power of the divine word. Without the Bible make us laugh.' Said his friend, 'Suppose that
to say about it, it is that Protestants unite with them. in his hand, the Martin Luther of the sixteenth you had lost your only child, or that yourself wore
century would have been only the Dr. Mc Glynn of
They can do this by renouncing their position as schisabout to die." Well,' was the reply, `to tell you the
matics, and confessing their heresy as erring children. the nineteenth. With the Bible in his hand, anti Dui truth, he is the last man that I should want to see
of
its
convicting
truths
in
his
heart,
the
Dr.
Mcfire
To the closing question asked by the writer of the
then ! Still, he is a capital fellow.'"
foregoing, "What are the obstacles to union with Glynn of the nineteenth century might duplicate the
Alas ! there are too many ministers of this sort.
i,.
A. A.
Catholics ?" there is but one answer : There is Martin Luther of the sixteenth.
" Lie is jolly," said a friend to me, of a certain clergyno obstacle if Protestants are prepared to surrender
man whom she had met at a wedding. "You would
the blessed heritage they have obtained by centuries
IS PROTESTANTISM BECOMING EXTINCT I
not take him fora minister." And this she said of
of heroism and sacrifice—the right to worship God achim approvingly, as though it were something in his
cording to the dictates of their own conscience ; if
CATtIOMC writers 'and speakers ettirm that it is.
favor. Alas ! both for him and for her.
they aro prepared to surrender their principles, and The majority of Protestants, of course, vigorously
We would not, indeed, have ministers put on long
renounce all the it • work of the Reformation as a deny the imputation. The Catholic Standard conblunder end a crime, and go humbly back to the tained a recent editorial in which it was asserted that faces, and always look " solemn as the grave." We
bosom of the mother of harlots ; then, but not before, evangelical Protestantism is " rapidly becoming ex- would rather that they should wear a cheerful counthey can have "union with Catholics." And the tinct." To which the independent replies, "There is tenance, and smile on proper occasions, and even
fact that there are Protestants who are becoming so just as much truth in this assertion, and no more, audibly. But we would have them always act in
blind and insensible as not to see and appreciate these than there would be in the statement that the United character. On no occasion would we have them say
facts, is one of the surest indications that they will States is rapidly becoming a desert." Which of the or do anything unbecoming a minister of the Lord
Jesus Christ. We would never have them give octhemselves soon become relentless persecutors of the two opinions is nearer to the truth ?
for the world to say of them ; " lie is a cap.
people of God.
The answer to this question depends upon the po- casion
ital fellow," or "He is jolly." The great apostle 4.1
sition from which the subject is viewed ; and the
THE LATEST FROM DR. MC GLYNN.
fact that there are two opinions, shows that the says that "a bishop then must be blameless," "sober,
above parties view it from different stand-points. of good behavior."
Tuts gap between Dr. Me Glynn and Rome, already
"'Tis not a cause of small import
a wide one, appears to be getting wider. Not that The question turns on the meaning of the word
The pastor's care demands;
"Protestantism."
If
by
this
term
is
meant
that
prinRome is drawing farther off, for Rome's position
But what might till an angel's heart,
And filled a Saviour's hands.
never changes ; but Dr. Mc Glynn keeps on moving ciple which actuated the Reformers and the ProtestThey watch for souls for whom the Lord
away from Rome. In a speech made, Sunday, before ant masses of earlier times, in their separation from
Did heavenly bliss forego,—
an immense audience in New York City, the ex-priest Rome and their denunciation of its wickedneas, then
For
souls who may forever Hite,
Standard
is correct. This is doubtseems fairly to have surpassed himself in scathing the opinion of the
Or know the depths of woe.”
Standard
less
what
the
means
by
the
term
"
Protestdenunciation of papal corruptions, and the language
How can a minister, with such solemn responsibil.
in which he referred to the supreme pontiff and his autism," If, on the other hand, the term refers ities resting upon him, be otherwise,
for the molt
organization
merely
I
tiro
or structure which is supsubordinate, Archbishop Corrigan, was such as no
part, than grave ? How can he habitually so demean
one could mistake for adulation. The speech, was posed z, mbody that principle,--the churches, colhimself as to be appropriately characterized as "a
lengthy, but his Catholic audience were unusually at- leges, ministers, congregations, journals, etc., which
Capital fellow, a born wit, a splendid mimic," and
go
by
the
name
of
Protestant,
the
assertion
that
Prottentive and responsive, and gave frequent expression
"not afraid to make people laugh in the pulpit"
to their emphatic approval of the sentiments tittered. estantism is rapidly becoming extinct would amount
The minister that depends on such things for pop.
to
saying
that
all
these
are
rapidly
disappearing
;
and
The priest did not content himself with allusions to
the present corruptions of the papal machine, but the rejoinder of the Independent would be justified. ularity, is a minister that has mistaken his calling.
dealt vividly upon a large part of that which has The Standard and the independent are evidently He Is not such a minister as the Lord Jesus Christ
passed into history, from the time it was first estab- standing on opposite sides of the colossal bulwark can look upon with approval. lie is not such a minlished and set working by the authority of Constan- of modern liberty, anti accordingly each gets a differ- later as can hope to give up his account with joy,
tine. Coming to the subject of the pope in politics, ent view. The Standard beholds its front, composed and not with grief, in the great rewarding day.—
Observer.
of the great principles of divine trent such as were Sena, in Y.
the speaker said :—
proclaimed
before
Christendom
in
-. —.
The pope's entrance into polities has been the curse of
erotest of the
German princes at Spires, and whiss nave, until reevery nation. Uod forbid that the hated thing should be
HONEST
TALKING.
revived. There is a sort of revival now, but it is a sort of
cent years, actuated the Protestant world in opposI
operaboulre revival. One of the greatest humorists of the
A MAN who thinks what he says, and says what he
age, lilies Bismarck, had a quarrel with Spain about the lion to Rome, under the conviction that friendship
to Rome was enmity to God. It tines this opposition thinks, will speak in a natural and sensible manner.
Caroline Islands. The great humorist, wanting to get out
of It gracefully, sent somebody to Home to know It "Ills dying out, and exclaims, " Protestantism is becoming The man who does not know
or care what he says,
llolluess" would kindly be the arbiter In this " awful Ma- extinct." The Independent, on the other side,
sees will rave and rant, and put on borrowed airs and
puto." And the pope, the successor of Peter, was actually
the
back
of
this
bulwark—represented
by
the
organtones, while the loan who does not speak what he
flattered by Bismarck, and be fell Itt love with him,
and
ization which followed later, and which, of course, thinks, but rather what he has learned from some
there was actaally a flirtation between Bismarck and the
old lady, [Laughter.' Yes, the old lady—his very cos- is still intact. It cannot claim that the actuating one else, and who is in reality acting a part, or ox'
tume proclaims him as such. i Laughter.] And they natprinciple is intact, unless It is prepared to maintain Whiting himself in a performance, is very sure to
tered biro, and Bahl, " Have you hoard the roar of our lion i"
that the Reformers anti martyrs of the Middle Ages speak in some such unnatural way as will give evi.
—" Leo," you knew, means hen. The Pope Is again, as In
were as friendly to Rome as the majority of professed
the Middle Ages, "the arbiter of nations."
donee of his character. It is hard work forf a hypo.
Protestants arc to day, that they regarded it as a elite to be natural in public. There will be some.
Let us not indulge in that brutal, fulsome, disgraceful
flattery of a poor old bug of hones,seventy-eight years old,
part of the "universal Christian church," as being
thing about the tone of his voice, the manner of his
a poor, tottering, absent-inhaled od man, with one foot In " zealous for the welfare of
humanity," a potent speech and his
the grave. imagine Bismarck having any serious business
gestures, which indicates that he is an 0
factor for good among the masses, etc., etc., as emi- actor, that is, a hypocrite.
to Intrust to the arbitration of the pope.
It is hard to understand how one who publicly uses nent Protestant divines of to day are often heard to
We once heard a perm') read an-essay In public,
such language as this can still remain in that subjec- assert. And if It be argued that the fact of the or- and from beginning to and there was probably
not
ganization is proof that the vital spirit is still there,
s one natural tone in the voice of the reader. We ft(
RECREANT PROTESTANTS.
--IN the great movement, now in Its Incipient stages,
for a grand ecclesiastical union of the different Christian denominations, the project has seemed to be contined so far to the various Protestant sects. But the
intoxication of this idea of union is rapidly working;
and some have even now become so inebriated as to
openly advocate a union with Roman Catholics.
In the Church Union of October, 1887, an article
appeared under the head of ." Union with Roman
Catholics," advocating this measure, and defending
the policy of the Catholic Church that the people
must render unqualified submission to the hierarchy.
it would hardly seem supposable that the article was
written by any other than a Catholic ; but whether
this wire so or not, it was published, without comment
or protest, In a Protestant paper.
The article closes with a quotation from the Werid,
in reference to Protestants, which says
"If their intelligence, wealth, zeal, and prestige of position
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have known public speakers who, when they commenced to address an assembly, pitched their voice
on an unnatural key, perhaps not loud, but simply
affected; and who would go through their speaking
or praying in a tone 14 voice such as neither them1'.ver used in ordinary and un:Oyes nor any one
constrained cony or' son. They have learned this
of some one, or they have adopted it or invented it.
A it so, instead of talking what is in them, they palm
oil these unnatural tones and empty affectations upon
pee i de.
Sometimes there is a pious whine, sometimes a
hypocritical pathos, 'sometimes a polished precision
about their speech ; but all alike are empty and destitute of soul power. A few ignorant or simple people may be fooled or deluded by them, but honest
and ts serning men hate this insufferable cant, this
hypods tsy of tone and gesture and sound.
If a num is a man, he will speak what is inside of
him, and it will come from his heart and reach the
hearts of others. If he is a mere echo, repeating and
unit sting others, then his tones and gestures will
show it. If he is a hypocrite, then, of course, his
hypocrisy will appear in his voice, as well as in other
ways.
Experience and observation both warn us to beware of the man, and especially of the preacher, who
talks in an unnatural voice. The probability is that
there is something wrong there, and sooner or Inter
It will be likely to show itself. Let Christian men
learn lessons of sincerity and honesty of heart and
life ; and especially let those who undertake to speak
to others, say what they have to say in a natural
manner, and when they are done, stop.— The Common People.

U?lie 0,*) ommentarp.
"'Tell me the meaning of Scripture. One gout from that twain is
worth all the ilibbleu of eurthly utruattia."---leCioyait•
0rtelAL NuT1c8,--1.1enso oh-writ, CAI vttilly the bitten trig dIreetions
for the gutilatire of t homy vill0 Sa1111 iL,ri,i tO 011$ liOpart1111:11L
Alway a accompany the tutted ik'113a 1.1; tor ii, to, and 'twit-office ad.
dre.is. 2. Always int lo•ot a stampI
lv, for it ia nece,etry to answer a large majority of tho (iimg
-, 10411 11/S1t11141 of iii (ho
3. If the tpleations ar° mint n it:, I. 'It r pritainitig to other Go:tutees
at this °thee, write the ttatter de‘,4;tted fir this department on a
separate ailed of paper, and in SO ii I ig lig not neglect directions 1
and 2. Ily ob-ter%Ing the4u ii titIe diteelions, parttea all Cu nine!.
more certain of recut% lug sat i-fitettTy Intormatom than If they neglect theta. Tht.o.• who hare not tottliettod intere•A to regard the3o iii
rectiona, are hardly entitled to thu nor,:
Ild...1.1.artinent, and ther
not think at, ange if they net or hear front tiwIr queution4.

SCRIPTURE QUESTIONS.
ANS %VERA 111

W. :MOIttik.

SIN UNTO DEATH.

the "sin demi death" woken of In 1 John : )0? C. U.
The sin mentioned in Matt. 12 : 31 is certainly a
" sin unto death," but whether it is all that was intended by the expression referred to In the text
named, we are unable to say.
717.—Tli IS ORIGINAL OF THE WORD " GRAVE."
WHAT IS

Sine., (lie word hotht• C trandated grate " but once In the authorized
: f.5), from what Gret k word
Yeruion of the New Testament (I Cur.
conies the word " gra% e " ito found in John it 17, Si, 447
(1. A. It.

From mneetnion, signifying a memorial monument ;
hence a sepulchral monument, cenotaph, a tomb or
sepulcher.
718. —THIS E1.000 OF 3osit. 21 : 2.
t-A
Please c‘plain Jouh. 24 : 2. It Stntro that Tenth and Alinon
lbw! on the ot her side of the flood, a herrn+ (km. II Informs us that
1 P. A.
they de,ended honk Sheol, !hi" d,le it I he flood.

The word rendered " flood" in Josh. 21: 2, should
be rendered "river,' havit e, reference to the Euphrates. It is so rendered in the'revised version.
719.—" HE THAT CAME BY WATER AND BLOM)."
Iii I John 5 :ti sorest: "Thiu Is he that came by water and blood,
ere° Jesus Chrint ; tot by eat er only, hot by %Liter and blood. And
It Is the Spirit that ben relit witne-tu, bet:anon the Spirit is troth."
Explain what iv meant by the expres don, " Ile emu by water and
blood ;" phut, ,11101 111e w..rd " troth " mean t ho it ., rd ,.f plod':
C. CI

The expression, "Ile came by water and blood,"
evidently refers to Christ's baptism and his crucifixion,
both of which were accompanied by supernatural
manifestations, attesting his divine nature. ' The
"Spirit" here referred to Is evidently simply the
" Holy Ghost," which as it truthful witness testifies
to the fulfillment of (loth; word.
720.s-slits " NEW COMMANDMENT " OF .101IN 13 ; 34.
It .1c.oh.1,a%0 r....lanntandinent that n11.1 not included In, or covered
to, OM Ilta'alogue es proclanned front Shod, where II Iii (110 propriety
hi, remark ,,,ordtd it, doh', 13 : :14 : " A nem enminandinent I Rh e

in

MOO 3 011" ?

I

A. I,. II.

In this case it is not strictly correct to say that
Christ gave no vointnantlinent that was not included
In the decalogue. This, however, is not in any sense
antagonistic to any principle laid down in the decalogue. In his interpretation of the principle of love
to our fellow-beings, Christ really went beyond the
&cologne. That teaches 118 to love our neighbors
118 we love ourselves. Christ went further, and
taught that we should love each other as he Wed 719,
to fcause
now - b
oeni no rgt o lino
ad
s,o deep
dlieteepfoasr a
willing to lay down I

this instance, Christ supplied a standard of obedience
actually higher than the original law anticipated, or
could have anticipated, when it was given. But we
remember that Jesus was to "magnify the law," and
this is a remarkable instance of magnifying.
721.-1111)1Na A MULTITUDE: 0E SINS.
What he meant in James 5:20, by the oxprel,lon, "shall hide a
11111, atad Iti what way V
multitude of alai "? NYhtate alto, will Cu
J. W.

The text reads thus "Let him know, that he
which converteth the --titier from the error of his
way shall save a soul from death, and shall hide a
multitude of sins." The sins that will be hid, will be
those of the individual who is thus saved from death ;
they will be hid by being blotted out by the blood of
Christ—prevented from appearing against him in the
Judgment.
722, —Tilt: PARADISE OF 000.
lit Itmdtw of NON'. 1, 1887, it Is stated that Chrbit went to thu para.
die° of Clod n ht-ti ho ascended, after his (111011),ton. Please 'prommt
a% hlone that stieh wait the case, and that It is there where ho is proparing thu pruniketi

"The word [paradise' occurs but three times in the
English version of the Scriptures, all in the new
Testament, . . . but the-se are amply sufficient to
locate it.
"First, Paul, in
12 : 3, says : 'I knew a
man in Christ above fourteen years ago, (whether in
the body, I cannot tell ; or whether out of the body,
I cannot tell: God kuoweth ) such a one caught up
to the third heaven.' In verse 4 he affirms that the
place to which this man was caught up, was paradise. This establishes the fact that paradiae is in the
third heaven.
"Again, in Rev. 2:3, we road the promise which
the Saviour gives to overcomers ; and he says : `To
him that overcometh will I give to cat of the tree of
life, which is in the midst of the paradise of God.'
This establishes another equally important fact, that
paradise is where the tree of life now is. Now, if the
Scriptures anywhere give us any further information
respecting the place where the tree of life is to be
found, we have still further testimony respecting
paradise.
"In Bev. 21 and 22 we have a description of the
New Jerusalem, the holy city which is above. In
chap. 22 : 1, 2 we read : ' And he showed me a pure
river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out
of the throne of God and of the Lamb. In the midst
of the street of it I the city', and on either side of the
river, was there the tree of life, which bear twelve
manner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month.'
liy this testimony we learn that the tree of life, which
grows In the midst of the paradise of God, is in the
holy city, fast by the river of life, which proceeds
from the throne of God. Nothing could be more explicit than this. We have now found the paradise of
the New Testament. It is in the third heaven, where
the tree of life is, and where Cod maintains his residence and his throne."---Nan's Nature «ntl Dediny,
Ply' 190, 197.
Having established the location of paradise, we are
now prepared to consider testimony relative to where
Christ went when he ascended. In John 10 :16, 17,
Christ said that he should go to the Father. He repeated thip statement in the 28th verse. Paul's testimony is as follows : "We have such an high priest
[Chriatb who is set on the right hand of the throne of
the Majesty ha the hearene Heb. 8 : 1. In the light
of the testimony previously given regarding the location of God's throne,--his seat of governments—we
cannot longer be in doubt as to where Christ went
when he ascended after his resurrection. In his prayer,
recorded in John 17, Christ said to his Father (18th
verses "And now come Ito thee ;" and in the 24th
verse he prayed, "Father, I will that they also, whom
thou haat given me, be with me where I am." In
the 11th chapter, third verse, he promised to return
and receive hid; followers unto himself, that where he
was, they might be also. I Thess. 4 : 15-17 describes
what shall occur to the righteous dead and living, at
the second coming of Christ ; and the testimony is
conclusive that they leave this earth. To where will
they be taken ?---To the very place where Jesus is
engaged in his work of preparing " mansions" for
them, and that we have seen is the paradise of God,
the new 'Jerusalem above. Will they always remain
: 1-4 prophesies that the
there ?--Nn ; for Rev.
New Jerusalem will descend and become located upon
the new earth. Thuds it becomes evident that the
work of preparation in which Christ engaged when
lie ascended to the Father, and which will be continued until all that is contemplated by that work is
completed, includes the redemption of this earth, as
well as that of the 8ftints.
o f Nov. 29, 1887,
ConitycrioN.—In the
in reply to a question relative to the re-ordination of
church elders, a statement was made which the writer
has since learned is erroneous. This question was
before the theological committee in 1885, who rendered this decision : "If he la church elders' is reelected, or properly elected elder of another church,
his ordination shall stand good. lie need not be re-ordained." Also, with regard to the fate of Pharaoh, mention of which was made some montha since, further investigation demonstrates quite conclusively that the
Pharaoh 4 whofte mummy was found as there stated,
although the reigning king of Egypt during moat of
the years of oppression, was not the Pharaoh of the
Exodus.

Progress of tile anus
"He that goeth forth and weopeth, bearing precious seed, shall
deubtkevi COMO again with rejoicing, bringing hi/sheaves with hlm."—
es,11.tiie.

THE VOIOZ11.0/ THE: MORI'S.
lIT ELD. L.

D. BANTER.

I east hear the voices of the pilgrims,
And their cries ascending night and day.
They 're praying for the advent of the Saviour;
They are weeping at his long delay.
They look upward, and their eyes are tearful,
Care sits on their faces wan and pale.
They pray in faith, but faith at times is fearful,
When the powers of sin and wrong prevail.
They roam through the earth as pilgrim strangers,
While with tears their cries ascend to God;
,
Their path 's beset with sin and snares and dangers,
While they tread the way that Jesus trod.
And to earth in sin and darkness lying,
Send with prophet voice the warning cry,
That Christ shall come to end his people's crying—
Come with shining angels in the sky.
Signs portend the grand event is nearing,
That will end the reign of sin and gloom.
The Judge descends (while mortal man stands fearing)
And bursts the iron fetters of the tomb.
The trumpet's sound shall awake:the sleeping,
Living forms shall spring from earth's low mod,
The mossy graves, so long their treasures keeping,,,
Shall yield those treasures at the voice of God.
But as sinners see the King descending,
To falling rocks they raise a bitter cry,
Praying that death may come, their terrors ending;
That 'neath rocks and mountains they may die.
0 sinner turn, or soon will heart be breaking,
When the world behold. his awful face;
Turn to the Lord, your wickedness forsaking,
Find In the Crucified your resting-place.
Again I hear the pilgrims' voices ringing,
But their cries now echo words of cheer;
Soon prayer shall turn to praise, and sighs to singing, And the morning dawn when Christ appears.
Princeville, 111.
0E0201A.
ATLANTA.—The week of prayer was greatly *ppmdated by the little company of Sabbath-keepers st
this place, as we met and listened to the words of
admonition, instruction, and exhortation from the
pen of God's worn servants. Our numbers were few,
but all who attended enjoyed a rich blessing. 'leans
were melted with a sense of God's love and blessing
during the past year.
After the Heading which so clearly set before us the
wants of the missions and of the General Conference
was read, fifty dollars were raised in a few minutes
by the few present, as a Christmas offering. The
children, after hearing the letter from the corresponding secretary of the International S. S. Association,
gladly gave their offerings for the African Missinn.
Our workers are all of good courage, and the truth
C. F. CURTIS.
Is onward.

TEX&S.
BLACK JACK GROVE.— I closed my labors at Prairie
Valley school-house last night (Sunday, Nov. 20),
having remained nearly four weeks. I gave twenty- .
nine discourses, and made forty-two visits. Twentyseven have commenced to obey Clod by keeping all
of his commandments. Sabbath, Nov. 19, although
the weather was cold, a Sabbath-school of twenty-five
members was organized, and a club of twelve Instruelors subscribed for. "Joyful Greeting" will be
used as their song book. I think that a strong company of commandment-keepers will be raised up at
this place. I shall visit them often this winter, and
endeavor to encourage and build them up. May the
Lord prosper this young company, and All them
"with the knowledge of his will in all wisdom and
spiritual understanding." During this winter my address will be Black Jack Grove, Hopkins Co., Texas.

.

W. S.

ORMAN.

IN
POSEY VILLE AND NORTHFIELD.— Since our campmeeting, I have labored with the churches at these
two places. Owing to bad weather and other hinderances, the attendance was small at Poseyville, yet
quite an interest was manifested by Some not of our
faith, to hear the truth. While there, we tried in the
fear of the Lord to adjust a difficulty which had long
burdened the church at that place, and we trust that
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the action taken may glorify our Father's name, and
advance his cause, and than the brethren in'. be
lights to the world around.
At Northfield the attendance was large, and the interest good. We tried to impress the idea of a more
thorough consecration in the work of the Lord, and
during the week of prayer many excellent testimonies were borne and confessions made. We believe
that the brethren here are resolved to be more faithful in every duty than heretofore. May God bless
his people in their earnest efforts to serve him. Book
N. W. KAUBLE.
sales thus far amount to $9.50.
KANSAS.
AMONG THE CHURCHES. — After the Stockton
camp-meeting, in company with Bid. James Morrow,
Eld. M. Enoch and wife, and other workers, I remained with the tent, to follow up the interest. As
the result, a company of eight are left in Stockton,
rejoicing in the truth, A few others west and north
are also keeping the Sabbath. I soon afterward
commenced meetings two miles south of Marvin, in
a schoolhouse. The interest was quite good when
I was called away to labor with the churches and
companies in this part of the Conference.
I visited Deer Creek, Phillipsburg'', Stockton, and
Alton, and then returned to Deer Creek, remaining
there until Thursday of the week of prayer, when I
went to Portia, and remained until the close of that
period. The Lord came very near at each of these
places, and the brethren seemed greatly encouraged to
press on cud gain the prize. From there I returned to
My- former field of labor. As the Mothodiets kindly
granted us the free use of their house in Marvin, it
was thought best to have the meetings held in town.
I commenced Jan. 1, with a good audience. The congregations average from forty to 150. 1 am now
presenting the Sabbath question. The spirit of the
dragon manifests itself somewhat ; however, some
seem Interested, and questions are asked freely.
0. S. PERIVEN.
Pray for the work here.
Jan. 10.
COLORADO.

Abotny, to render assistance to the mission work
established here, and hope to secure a suitable hall
or other public place in which to hold meetings. A
vigorous work should be. done here this winter, to
reap the benefits of the labor and money expended.
1 hope all our brethren in this part of the State who
contribute to the support of this mission, will render
all the aid they can at this time, while the expenses
are somewhat increased. Our address, and also that
of the mission, is 829 Washington Ave.!Albany, N. Y.
II, B. ItoumasoN.
Dec. 23.
.
VIRGINIA.
MARK/MLLE AND POUT REPUBLIC.•—After closing
our mete legs at Mt. Gilead, Loudoun Co., we came
to Matte-vide Dec. 27, and continued the meetings
'.,tiger which had been commenced by Bro.
one w‘
og with the quarterly meeting. The brethRife,
ren all seemed to be of good courage in the Lord,
which was manifested by their coining up promptly
with the Lord's tithes. We earnestly believe that it
these brethren and sisters will continue to improve
upon these important duties, there are great blessings
in store for them. Several new ones have already
commenced to obey the Lord, and others are as yet
undecided.
rtings at Port Republic Jan. 6,
I cotaimi
-i the first evening. The evening
with hut fee
after the Sabliata we celebrated the ordinances of
the Lord's house. As there are but few in this company, we felt the Lord's promise to be very precious
to us, that where two or three are _gathered_ together
in his llama, he will be in their midst. There is
some outside interest at this place, and if the brethren and sisters will still strive for the overcomer's
reward, acting nobly their part in all things, we know
there is a good time coming for them. We expect to
return to our field of labor in Loudoun county after
closing our meetings here. We desire ,the Lord's
help at each of these places, that all may know their
duty, and have the aid of God's blessing. May they
each hear at last the welcome " Well done, thou good
and faithful servant," said unto them.
0. A. STILLWELL.
Jan. 2.

varVoL. 66, No. 3.

trust this church will repent, and do the first works,
that the Master may not find them asleep at his coming.
I visited the company at Spokane Falls, W. T., Oct.
28 to Nov. 1. I found them of good courage In the
work, but hardly thought it prudent to organize them
until a series of meetings could be held. Under the
circumstances, this will be inPpossible until we get a
building of our own in which to worship. Upon
presenting this view of the matter to the friends who
were present, the sum of $475 was pledged without
hesitation, and it was thought this could be easily increased until the necessary amount to put up a neat
and comfortable house of worship was secured.
Steps will be taken at once to get the work under
headway.
1 feel to thank the Lord for his gracious Spirit, and
desire to labor more'earnestly for the advancement
J. W. SCOLES.
of his precious cause.

Dec. 1.
ILLINOIS.
CUICA(10, ST. ANNE, AND KANKAKEE.—Accompsnied by my daughter, Jan. 9, 1 went front Battle Creek
to the Chicago mission, where I was heartily received
by Eld. It. M. Kilgore, whom I had not seen for over
twenty•oue years, and by BId. G. B. Starr and other
mission workers. All seemed hopeful and prosperous
in the work. I was pleased with the spirit of the workers, and the regulations and workings of the mission.
At the commencement of the Saboath I enjoyed a
precious season with the mission workers, in dwelling on the importance of cherishing faith, hope,
courage, and perseverance in doing missionary work.
Sabbath morning, by special invitation, I addressed
the Scandinavian brethren in their chapel, both at
their Sabbath-School and their ordinary services
which followed. No line or wall of national distinctions and preferences was seen. All enjoyed
the words of life. Truly God is doing a good work
for this dear people. Here It was also cheering to
meet and worship with E!d. Johnson, with whom I
had formed a pleasant acquaintance in Illinois seven
years before. In the afternoon I spoke to our American brethren, in another part of the city. With
quite a large and intelligent audience before me,
feasting upon the truth, my mind was impressed as
never before in regard to the importance of the work
of city missions, which we should aid by our means,
prayers, and influence.
After the holy Sabbath, I took the first train for St.
Anne, Ill , which place I reached in time to give
three discourses to the French church in that place,
the next day, and to counsel with Bro. Aramy, a native Frenchman lately from France, on the work
among the French. The meetings were held In a
neat little chapel, built by our French brethren during my last stay in Europe. The next night I was
with the French near Kankakee, the old battle
ground on which God gave us signal victories twelve
and thirteen years ago. As I saw the old believers
at these places all firm in the truth, and some new
ones who had been added to their numbers under
the labors of Bro. Enoch and others, I thanked God
and took courage, hoping for still greater results,
even among the French in America.
I reached this city yesterday, after a prosperous
journey, and was welcomed by Bro. and Sr. Gibbs
and Bro. Hilliard. In the evening I. had the privilege of attending a Bible reading and missionary
meeting at the mission house. Here, too, precious
fruit has been reaped, cud all are enthusiastic to
carry the truth to others,-to whom they feel debtors.
Pray that God's blessing may so attend the efforts
here, that others will be added to the faithful workers, Belt with them they may receive the " Well
done" from the Saviour's lips at his coming.
D. T. Boonomao.
.910 Magazine St., New Orleans, La., Jan. 12.

VILLA GROVE.—We began meetings at this place
gurctisnuno.-1 was with the church at QuickaDec. 28, and have held services every night but one,
Dec. 17 to Jan. 2. During the week of prayer,
when the house had been previously engaged for a pub- burg
we held our meetings each day, and the readings that
lic entertainment. Our meetings have been well at- were sent by the General Conference were read. We
tended front the first, and we could not ask to be reall tried to seek God earnestly, that he might show
ceived more kindly than we have been thus far. We us our faults, and give US strength to put them away.
have the free use of the nice brick school-house,
We trust that all realized the importance of the times
which is heated for us, and at our meeting last night
in which we live. Sunday night, Dec. 25, we held
the house was well filled, and an increasing interest
is manifest. Some are already deeply anxious to an exercise, suggested by the program, in which our
know all in regard to the conilug of the Lord;. and young people, especially, took part, which proved to
as we stand before the people, who seem so hungry be very interesting and instructive to all. Our hearts
for the truth, we feel such a responsibility as none were made to rejoice, to hear our young people tell
of our work in different fields. We trust that our
but God can help us bear.
Villa Grove is a small place at the terminus of a young brethren and sisters will see the Importance of
branch of the D..$ It. G. R. it., and near the iron giving their whole life to the service of the Master,
mines. There is uo church organ&ation, and no and of fitting up for the great work just before us,
regular services are held. There is an M. E. At the close of the meeting, it was ascertained that
circuit minister here who attenda our meetings, and $31.75 were on the crown,— about twice as much as
has shown some interest. Ile has bought "Thoughts last year. Souls will surely enter the kingdom of
on Daniel and the Iteveletiou." There ate some ex- God, as the result of our sending means to aid our
cellent people here, and we hope to live so near the foreign missions.
We held our quarterly meeting Dec. 31 and Jun. 1.
Lord that we may succeed in bringing a company into
Commenced
meetings on Wednesday night, but on
the light of the Third A ,
Message. We earnestly
desire that we may lies, in the shadow of the cross, account of the cold and inclement weather, the atand raise high the 'stioidard of present truth. We tendance was not large. However, we enjoyed a
-good season, and trust that the dear brethren and sisare munch encouraged.
C. P. 11A1eiE1,1..
ters will go forts,,:- hi the discharge of duties this
Jan. 6,
J. F. STURICHAN.
year with a greater
termination than ever before.
None of us realize the privileges we enjoy now. I
shall visit the brethren at Bridgewater and Mt. CrawNEW YORK.
ford this week, and will then leave for Richmond.
ST. JOUNSVILLE, SyRACUHR, :ROME, wre.----Nov. 25 I truly desire that God's blessing may attend the efI began a series of meetings at St. Johneville, a town forts put forth.
It. D. llorrEL.
of about 2,000 inhabitants. Some interest had been
Jan. ;J.
awakened there by one of our canvassers, who sold
quite a number of books and held sonic Bible readWASHINGTON TERRITORY AND IDAHO.
MINNESOTA.
ings after the Utica camp-meeting. Our meetings
wore held in a union church, which is unoccupied
Amorro Tile Cuunenee.--We broke our camp at
lItercitinson.—I canto to this place Nov. 10, to
only as strangers visit the piece to hold meetings or Palouse City, W. T., Sept. 19, after holding meetings prepare the way for Bro. W. B. White to hold
entertainments. We soon saw how necessary it was nearly four weeks. During this time the interest was series of meetings. I labored till the time of oura
to have a meeting-house which we ourselves could nearly broken up. three 1 , ';1't by continuous rains,
general meeting, Dec. 7, which I bad the pleasure of
control ;'for the ministers and some of their congre- and we finally conclud, i close our tent' season.
attending. In consequence of changes made at the
gation were quite bitter.
Four who were partially .esotinted with the truth
The present truth was never before preached there, by reading, and six others, making ten In all, signed' General Conference, Bro. White was unable to All
and many were filled with astonishment as they wore the covenant, and are rejoicing in the whole truth, the appointment; so the Conference Committee deled to See some of the errors generally taught and while many others are interested. We organized a cided to have me return, in company with lire. Merbelieved. About thirty sermons were preached ; Sabbath-school of fifteen ruembere, and obtained rell. We hold meetings here till last Sunday night.
twenty-one dollars' worth of books were sold, and several subscriptimis for the Review. Our book On Monday Bro. Merrell returned home, as the interseven dollars were taken up in collections. Six adults sales amounted to $15.25, and our cash donations to est did not seem to warrant the attention of both of us.
The brethren scent somewhat encouraged, and a very
have promised to observe the Sabbath, and they give $25.30.
little outside interest is manifested. Sickness among
good evidence of sincerity. The interest and atSept. 20-26, I labored with the newly organized ourselves and holiday excitements in the outside
tendance were good and increased . to the close, but
company at Moscow, Idaho. I found them warm In world, together with the unfavorable weather, have
circumstances seemed to make it advisable to dose the truth, and growing in the Christian graces.
the meetings Dec. 1H. We intend to go there again Three'more commenced to observe the Sabbath. One seenvid to interfere with the work at this place. I
in a few weeks, to further develop the interest. united with the church, and four more received bap- shall probably remain a week or ten days longer, and
then seek a new field.
The names of sixteen families who live there have tism.
A. II. VaNienue.
Jan. 8.
been sent to one of our missionary societies, to be
I spent the quarterly meeting, Oct. 1 3, with the
supplied with reading. We hope for a good work at church at Farmington, W. T. This is an old.eetabthat place in the near future.
Wittio'Ne.-1 have spent nearly all my time since
lished company, but some evils have crept in among
Thus far during the week of prayer I have attended them which must be put away, if they expect to con- the latter part of August, here among the Germans.
one meeting with the church at Syracuse, sod two tinue as branches of the True Vine. " Every branch
Bro. Shultz was obliged to leave before he could demeetings with the church at Rome. I ion now at
in mu that beareth not fruit he taketh away." We velop the work, on account of sickness in his family
and I was sent here to do what 1-tould. I was very
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nperfectly acquainted with the German language,
nd consequently the work was a little difficult. But
Ile Lord has blessed the ufforta put forth, and a
deadly number are rejoicing in the truth.
Our Sabbath school numbers over forty, with an
se:client interest. Some of the new converts are
kely to develop into good workers in the cause,
he German Baptist minister has felt constrained to
trite us into his church, to investigate the law and
abbath queetious, which we have accepted, Ladd,
ve»ing we investigeted the nature and obligation of
le law. lie took the position that sinners were liner obligation to keep the law, but Christians were
TO from it ; binding on unbelievers, but abolished
the believers. Of course, such a mixture will not
and. Next Saturday evening we are to have anliter interview. The intereat is deep, and we hope
1V. Ii
and nuty result.

Dee. 15,
Dooms Cistersit mai) Seviesne.--From Nev. 25 to
ec, 1, I was at Dodge Center. The district quarterly
ceting was held the 26th and 27th. The director,
'no. Allot Moon, was present. A part of the time
inclement, SO 1111101 So that the
to weather Was
tendance ways not an general as we coul,1 desire.
n II and T. society was organized. Soule took
AlI advance step in laying aide their tea.
gether, the meetings were profitable. I should have
'en glad to remain longer with these friends, hut
iuld not, as the time of our State meeting wits drawg near.
I left Dodge Center Dec. 5, and stopped at SkyIg two da)S, where I held two meetings. Bro. Ells,
Dakota, anti myself labored here thirteen years
"o. Death and removals have made inroads, hilt
Inn are still holding on. Friends, do not be satisd to hang on, but press into the work and endure
the end,' that you may receive the crown at last.
Our Stale meeting was, to toy mind, the best ever
hi in this State. There was not a perceptible dis•
rd front the beginning to the close. but a gradual
Ithug into the work. A pang of sorrow was felt es
considered that we were me d tine, with :on , who
these
told soon leave us for dklat..
slings of sorrow were lost sight 4)1 in the thought
st the work is extending, and we ssa re thankful
tt God had lent these person's to us fur a Leeson,
d felt that, if faithful, we would soon meet again.
ie 11, and T. work was not lost sight of at title
'citing. Quite a number of members were edited
the association, The work is onward. even amid
II. F. Pnes.es.
icouragements.
TENNESSEE.
AT the Ridge church we had only five meetings
ring the week of prayer ; but the Lord was with
in our services. We only regret that the Readings
:toured for that week were not received in time ;
they did not come until Dee. 23, 27, which very
at affected the interests of the meeting. We consted the meetings as best we could, hits- hoe no
ulster With us. There has been no preaching, here
cm the year Itiat The former memnbert.bip of
a church was seventeen, three of whom moved
ay, and nine gave up the truth, leaving only five ;
these are of good courage, and hope to see better

s.

Ile Christmas offering at this church was small,
nts only $6 60, to be used in the foreign missions,
the General Conference may think beat.
We
std not have taken It mein ourselves to report our
slings hail there been a minister present. We
,1 our prayers with these donations, that they
y be the, mean:, of bringing souls into the kingdom
(toil, All church mail should be directed to the
:lcrsigncd, at Hoffneville, Cheathion Co., Tenn.
/.
J. T. Iliserair.
F. P. HINKLEY.
WHO WILL CANVASS IN INDIANA?
ettrate, -not be able to answer the above question,
I know of many who are not yet engaged in this
tk who ought to canvass. There are scores of
tittes our can vaserfi have not yet entered, which
excellent territory. Since a small part of our terTy has been can vassed for the "Marvel Of Nations"
the "Great Controversy," we have made an esti•
'e of what could be done if the whole State should
troperly worked by good agents. We believe that
MO copies of the " Marvel of Nistiona " and :10,0110
be "Great Controversy " could he sold in ludboot.
re regard the ' ,resent as a golden opportunity for
canvassers, We have peace and quiet just now.
, , holidays are over, and the political cempaign will
Interfere with our Vital: for about six months,
is the opportune time. Let all who can poaaibly
'r the canvassing work do so at their earliest con.
fence. The National Referee platy have not
ded public eentiment in Indiana
much as they
in sonic other States; but we are deceived, if
think they are not at work. More than a year
they applied to the governor for his influence, to
' weight to their met/meet. Ile claimed to have
seal to affiliate with them ; but they have the clergy
W. C. T. U. largely enlisted already, and our only
lee to ward off this vampire of Our liberties is to

got our best literature into the hands of the public
men of our State.
One thing that is in our favor more than anything
else, is that in Indiana very few ministers succeed in
getting into °thee. Only one in thirty of the last legislative body elected was a clergyman. But if a
strong ministerial delegation should take it upon
themselves mane
seek to influence the State officials, in
favor of it ore stringek Sunday law, we should fear
the remelt. But now, while the opening is so very
favorable, we cannot he innocent if we fail to do our
duty: Every family In the State should be canvassed
as soon as possible, There is no estimating the
amount of good that may be done, if the work is
pushed forward while the public sentiment is aroused
juat enough to create a healthy Inquiry.
We call upon all our church elders and T. and M.
directors, to use all their iniluenee to encourage suitable persons to eater Into, and remain in, the can
vaseing work. Our people should feel themaelsa
antler obligation to aid the canvassersby their prayers
and alsO in a telliflOrS1 way by furainbilig homes end
provisions, or conveyances to their fields of labor.
Thus in teeny ways they can render assistance which
appreciated by the canvassers, It is
will be
our oil.
sat if the proper course were taken by all
our ped,eat in the Conference, we would soon be permitted to aee a mighty work done in our State. But
if we are Idle now, when we should be bestirring ourselves, we will awake to a realization of the situation
when it is too late.
There is one point especially which I wish t
tion in connection with the canvassing weak
the combination of the American &Wine/ with the
"Marvel of Nations." Do not fail to introduce the
,ti's tint? with the " Marvel of Nations." It is the true
exponent of civil and religious liberty. It has been
highly recommended by quite a number of attorneys
s nation
of our State. It is just what every satin In
Wit
ater.
should read.
CANVASSING IN NOIITH DAEOTA
I CAME to Sargent county Oct. 6, and commenced
canvassing for "Thoughts on Daniel and the Revelation." Canvassed twenty days, and sold $310 worth
of hooks. I took nineteen orders in one day. The
county is quite sparsely settled, except a portion of
Hall precinct, where I took forty•six orders in four
days. Crops were quite poor here this season, wheat
in the western part of the county averaging about
ten bushels per acre, and in the eastern part, where
I have been canvassing, only six bushels per acre.
As I heard the cry of " hard times," and saw the desire manifested by the people to purchase religious
literature, I could but feel that God's Spirit had been
preparing the way for the printed truth. God grant
that these people may sea the truth and obey it, and
have a home in the soon corning kinestom.
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epititles of present truth, do you not suppose that he
will appreciate it ? If they receive all the light that
has been given to us, and are found living it out; in
short, if they are thorough Adventists, the Conference will receive' them and you with open arms.
God's people have been praying for years for the
Lord of the harvest to send laborers into the vineyard.
Do not get discouraged. Do something that the Conference may judge of your work, and you will find
them glad to do all they can for you.
L. D. BANTER.
• --e —

tJ

°tires.

PERIODICALS WANTED.
Tilosit coming to the general meetings at Rome and
Adams Center, N. Y., who have clean copies of REVIEW, 8itinti, Geed /WM, or Instructor, can bring them
to those meetings, and we will see that they are prop.
erly disposed of.
J. V. Wiusorr.
NOTICE
A PEW numbers of the Good Health for January and
February, 1887, are wanted at 12 The Woodlands,
Birkenhead, England, to complete volumes to be used
in ship missionary work. Address and at the above
place.
GEO. '11. DItEW, Ship Missionary.
NOTICE TO NEW YORK CHURCH CLERKS AND
- TREASURERS.
OWINO to the removal of Eld. J. E. Swift from our
Conference to Ohio, F. M. Wilcox will act as Conference secretary till the close of the Conference year.
His address Is 10 Fairview St., Watertown, N. Y.
All church reports should be sent to him.
N. Y. Corm Cox.

COLORADO SABBATH-SCHOOLS, ATTENTION I
Ix connection with a general meeting soon to be held
in this State, we will hold an S. S. convention, and
hope that, as far as possible, each school in the State
will be represented, as practical instruction will be
given in different branches of the work ; and we also
hope that all who attend may thereby become more
efficient workers in the Sabbath-school. The time
and place of the meeting will be announced in the
Ravis.w.
J. W. IIOUNER, Pres. Col. S. S. Asso'n,

IlubmiNanca.

A WORD TO.THOSE DESIRING TO PREACH.
WE have often seen young men who, having applied for a license, which the Conference failed to
grant, were very much hurt and discouraged. I want
to say a few words to any and all such. In the first
place, the Conference by refusing you a license do
not question your Christianity. Many of our best
men are utterly unable to preach a sermon. "There
are diveraitica of gifts," and many are not gifted in
that way. Now, of course, you think you have silents in that direction, or you would not have asked
for authority to minister in word and doctrine. Your
call to the ministry (if you are called) is between you
anti God, a matter of conscience ; but between you
and the Conference it is a matter of business. The
committee are men entrusted with the management of
God's money, gathered almost exclusively from the
hard earnings of the poor, and the question for them
to determine is whether you can give value received
for the wages the Conference ma to miniatera.
Now, perhaps the Conference made a mistake in
regard to you. Let me tell you how to convince
than of it. Freshen your mind by a careful study
of our books, turning to the Bible for your referoncea, nail be sure that you are thoroughly infertile(' in
regard to our faith, Then go into some new field,
and show what you can do. Of course, we expect
that you are in full harmony with our views as a people. It would riot he honorable to ask of tts authority to preach what we did not believe.
We say
again, Go into a field entirely new, and prove yourself, Jiro. Butler once said : "The strongest plea
that a poloist man could bring to entitle him to a license; is ti living church brought out by his work."
Li ad rt •-ember this, If God has called you to the hold n %sorts of the ministry, It does not release you be, ese the Conference failed to recognize you. Then
as you commence, bet thorouy/t. Remember that you '
are an embassador for Christ, and before. you leave
the place be able to say as )1111 Paul, " So that ye
come behind in no gift ; waiting for the coining of l
our Lord Jesus Christ." I Cole 1 :7,
If the Lord gives success, write for some ordained
minister to (some and baptize Globe fitted for it, and
perhaps organize a church, If he finds them living

THE STATE MEETING AT num
Tuts church here have made ample provision for
the comfort and entertainment of all who shall attend
this meeting. Let none stay away thinking there
will not be room or provision for you. We hope to
receive much of the blessing of God at this time, and
are anxious that as many as possible shall share it
with us ; therefore we urge you, brethren and sisters,
to come. A committee will be at all trains to receive
you, and assign every ono a comfortable home.
Conte praying that the Lord will be with us, and
that we may all receive new courage and strength to
take hold of the work of winning souls to the truth.
GHO. II. RANDALL.

SPECIAL MEETINGS FOR NEW YORK.
WE would again call attention to the important
meetings to be held at New fano, Rome, and Adams
Center. In addition to the labors of Eld. R. A. Underwood, member of the General Conference Coln- •
mittee, whose help we shall all appreciate, I trust,
our State agent, Bro. J. V. Willson, will attend these
meetings, the Lord willing, and give instruction in
the dede r easing work to those who may desire it. We
all who have any thoughts of entering the
wog„
the Lord will attend these meetings, and improve the opportunities which they will afford, to acquaint themselves with the beat methods of labor, and
learn how to engage in the Lord's work successfully.
We would especially urge the brethren and sisters
of the Auburn, Genoa, Oswego, Syracuse, Roosevelt,
Brookfield, Frankfort, and Williamstown churches,
to attend the Home meeting, which is appointed for
Jan. 27 to Feb, 1, 1888. Please remember the time,
Conte seeking the blessing of the Lord.
M. U. BRowN.

—Weary deserts we may tread,
A dreary labyrinth may thread,
Through dark ways under-ground be led.
Yet if we will our Outdo obey,
Thu dreariest path, the darkest way,
Shall Issue out IC heavenly day.

--Trench.
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DOMESTIC.
Garfield'a mother fs seriouely ill at Mentor,Ohio, and not expected to survive.
-The snow-fall on Thursday, at Superior, Wis., was so
heavy that some of the inhabitants had to tunnel out of
their dwellings.
--A sharp earthquake shock was felt Tuesday morning,
at Ottawa, ()tit., which was severe enough to smash crockery In many Immo.
-Fire consumed the barns of the Merkleu, Coon., Horse
Railway Company, Tuesday night. Fourteen cars were
consumed, mid eighty horses perished.
-A heavy fire occurred at Indianapolis, Inds Friday
night, destroying several wholesale houses In the business
portion, with an estimated loss Of $500,000.
-Several hollers in the Central Iron and Steel Company's
Rolling-mill at Brazil, Ind., exploded Monday, killing two
persons and injuring a dozen others, besides writ Mg the
building.
--Thomas Betty, who died at Freeport, Ill., Friday, at
the age of ninety-two, boasted of having killed game within
a short distance of the spot now occupied by the Chicago
court-house.
--The State of Alabama has let out all of its six hundred convicts on ten-year contracts, to the Tennessee Coal,
Iron, and Railroad Company, at an average price of $13
per month each.
-Cold weather and blizzards have prevailed very extensively In the West during the latter part of the week. Several eases of death by freezing Imo been reported from the
Vicinity of Omaha, Neb., and more than a hundred front
Various portions of Dakota.
--The anatomical museums at New York City were
raided, Monday, by Anthony Comatoek, who seized and
carried oft several wagon-loads of wax figures which were
considered unfit for exhibition.
-Near Edson, W. T., Monday, a freight tram dashed
into the rear end of an emigrant train, telescoping two ears,
which soon afterward burned. Two small children were
killed and several persons were badly Injured.
-It is eetbnated that there are in the United States
40,000 Indian children, Of this number 8,000 are In
school, and the remaining 32,000 are out of school for the
simple reason that they have no schools to go to.
-Earthquake cheeks were felt Thursday morning, at
Columbia, Charleston, Charlotte, and Summerville, S. C.
Loud detonations accompanied the vibrations at Columbia,
and the inhabitants rushed Into the streets badly frightened,
-It is reported that nearly all the steel rail mills of the
country arc closed, owing to the struggle with railway
managers, who have refused to purchase until the price is
reduced to $30 per ton. This, of course, seriously affects
the manufacture of coke.
-The double strike on the Reading Railroad and in the
Pennsylvania mines has assumed great proportions, and the
coal output Is Inadequate to simply the cities, towns, and
industrial establishments in the Sehuylkill Valley alone.
No prospect yet appears of any settlement.
-A broken switch-rod wrecked the Portland express
train near Haverhill, Mass., Tuesday, two cars telescoping
and a falling water-tank crushing the roof of another.
Nine persons were instantly killed, and about fifty wounded,
three of whom have since died.
-Wednesday afternoon, near Si. Elmo, Cu! , a train
loaded with ore, which was descending a mountain, became unmanageable and shot down the incline for several
miles, at the rate of sixty miles an hour, jumping front the
track when tt reached the town. The engineer and fireman were instantly killed, and the' locomotive and train
wrecked.
- A passenger coach jumped the track and wan overturned near Coolidge, N. M., Tuesday, resulting in injuries
to eight persons, three of whom were not expected to survive. Another serious aocident was reported on the Caine
day on the Southern Pacific 'italhvey, near Callilnte, Cal.
The rear car of a passenger train jumped the track and
rolled down an embankment of fifty or sixty feet, taking
fire immediately afterward. Two persons were fatally injured, and several others seriously,
FOREIGN.
-The women of Great Britain have sent a Jubilee congratulatory address to the Queen, which contained 1,182,608
signatures.
-Baron Stanley, a you,
brother of the present Earl
of Derby, has been appointed governor-general of Canada,
to succeed Lord Lametoe • •
-It la reported that 1'
;operative at Winnipeg, Tuesday night, was fifty dtef,rets below zero. A man named
McDonald was frozen to death in bed.
-It la reported on reliable authority from Berlin, that
Emperor William is seriously Iii, and. great anxiety prevails'
there In consequence.'
crown prima) Is reported better.
- -The great. English stabs man, Gladstone, completed
his seventy-eighth year Jan. 5. lie is in good health, hart
has gone to Italy for a short season of rest, having, it orders that no letters be forwarded him from Enghtud.

• -The London MIMI reports that the Powers have agreed
to summon Prince Ferdinand, through Turkey, to resign
the Bulgarian throne. Meanwhile the Bulgarians have decided to adopt measures of defense against foreign invaders.
-Trouble is reported from London among the crofters
of the Algaeh districts, Scotland. One thousand landleas
crofters drove sheep oil from the farms, and .offered determined resistance to the pollee and troops sent to the
scene of trouble. Numbers were wounded on both sides.
--The Rueslan universities which were recently closed by
the authorities, will not be opened until March 27. Both
students and professors, it is sild, are greatly incensed
over the government's action, and it is doubtful If the latter
will resume their places when the time of opening arrives.
-A dense fog has prevailed over London and vicinity
for several days, denser than the average London fog,
and at last reports wan edit as donee as ever. Forty loaded
vessele were reported fog-bound In the Mersey, service on
various packet lines was suspended, several vessels had
gum! ashore, and railway traffic was thorotet lily demoralized.
Numerous fatalities, also, were reported.
-A press (lisp itch from Boston says that the American
Board !emus that the Turkish government is revising its
school laws with the aim of suppressing American and other
foreign schools. The new law provides that no foreigner
can open a school without a special finnan given by the
sultan hitnaelf, and such documents he is very slow to give.
The law forbids any Otbeemt subject from attending such
•ve taken a course of religious
a school until he shay
while foreign schools are to
—
training in his Own
abstain entirely from rettenets instruction, The Schools
now existing are to be suppressed unless they conform to
these regulations within six months. As a large amount of
capital is invested In educational instruction in Turkey,
our Minister has protested against this law, and urges other
embassies to join him.
RELIGIOUS,
-It is estimated that Christendom sends 6,64(1 missionaries abroad, and that the native churches furnish 33,000.
-In the primary schools of Greece, the Gospels, in the
old original Greek, are used as a reading . book for the
higher classes.
•:-The Baptists are carrying on their work iu Russia under great difficulties, but still successfully. The number of
persons baptized them last year Is 850.
-The Protestant Episcopal Church reports for 1887, a
total of 435,785 communicants, an increase of 19,215.
There is also an Increase of ninety clergymen.
-The American Missionary Association has 8,010 pupils
in its schools for the freedmen In the South; 008 pupils in
its Indium schools, and 1,041 in its schools for the Chinese.
-The finest church edifice in Albany, Ga., is one now
being built by the negro Methodist Episcopal church of that
place. The congregation comprises the negro aristocracy
of the town.
-A Protestant church is now in process of erection
within a stone's throw of the Vatican at Rome. It is being
built with American money, and under the auspices of the
American colony in that city.
-Monday prayeroneetings for business Men are now held
in the Board of Trade rooms, Philadelphia. Thus far they
are a success despite the attention which a very vigorouit
telephone in the room constantly needs.
-At the recent meeting of the conunitteea of the two
Reformed churches, Dutch and German, no conclusion as
to the union of the two bodies was reached. Another
meeting is to be held in Philadelphia, In March,
-There is a gt,
t all just now for teachers in the government schools • Japan, and Evangelist Moody is at
work sending out I hit/Alan teachers to occupy the-ce poettiona. It is hoped they will have a great influence iu moldlug the future of Japan.
-The Getman Catholics of the United States have contributed $20,000 toward a " Leo House" for fintnigraute
in New York City. This appears to give some color to the
charge that the Romitth hierarchy is fostering Catholic im
migration to this country.
-There are one hundred and twenty-two Protestant
churches and places of worship in Paris, with ninety-two
ministers. Of these, eighteen churches and fifteen ministers
belong to the Reformed Church of France, and sixteen
churches and eineteen ministers to the Lutheran Church.
-A deputation from the English Baptist Union waited
on the Rev. Mr. Spurgeon, Friday, but could not succeed In
influencing him in the matter of his resignation, which he
declared he must still maintain. Alplenary council of the
Union has been called for Thursday next, to consider his
position.
-The Pull Mon (hurtle council forward with the suggestion that the London city churches be thrown open Ulla
whiter to the poor, its temporary asylums, the reason given
being that they are to little used, oven on Suudays, that it
is rarer to meet it man who has been inside one than a man
who has been in Australia.
The one hundredth anniversary of the birth of Adoniram
Judson will occur Aug 0, 1888. In commemoration of this
event it is proposed to erect a J.Idsou memorial church In
Mandalay, the capital of Upper Burnt
within sight ,4
the prison pens of Ava anti Ourg-pen-la. Those who deto aid in this may aend their contributio»s to the Rev.
E. 0. Stevens, Waterville, Maine,
-At Ht. Paul, last Sunday,,the Rev. Samuel G. Smith,
D. D., who recently resigned as pastor of the First Methodist Episeopal Church, to establish what he calls the Peo-
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plc's Church, preached his first sermon in the Grad Operahouse, before a large audience. He declared that relIgiously the new church would be founded on the apostles'.
creed, and its government would he by laymen, The Idea
of such a church had come to him twelve years ago.
-On a recent Sunday morning, the vicar of Emanuel
Church, Nottingham, England, made a sensation in his
church by boldly denouncing the prince of Wales and the
newspaper press for their share in the revival of prizelighting. lie said it war a duty to speak out when the
second person In the kingdom, after opening a church,
shook hands with and patronized a pugilist whose object
Wati a breach of the law, He would rather see the church
disestablished and himself go with it, than receive the support of such cowardly papers..
-The Congregational Club of Minnesota, lately plumed
resolutions protesting against the admission by Congress,
Of the Territory of Utah into the Union, "until the Mormon theocracy controlling that Territory shall give credible
evidence of a genuine abandonment of the twin relic of
barbarism,' and of a willingness to Obey the present laws of
Congress respecting that abomination, believing, as we do,
that her present proffered constitution is an attempt through
transparent trickery and fraud, to intrench polygamy behind the bulwarks of statehood.",

.,„d lit,

said ttOtAtt110111, On ye Into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every cruature."-Mark 10:16.
Tisa quarterly meeting for Dist. No. 3, N. Y., will be
held in connection with the general meeting at Adams
H. F. FOSTER.
Center, Feb. 3-8.

No preventing providence, I will meet with the church at
Mechanicsburg, Indiana, Sabbath and first-day, Jan. 21, 22;
8. II. LANE.
Atlanta, Georgia, Jan. 28, 29.
Tuts quarterly meeting for Dist. No. 7, will be held at
'Invert), Mass., Jan. 21, 22, 1888. This district comprises
the following churches: Boston, Haverhill, Danvers, Ipswich, and Newburyport, and scattered brethren of Northeaatern:Maasuchusetts. Eld. A. T. Robinson will be ;weeeut. Meeting will begin Friday evening.
F. W. MADE, Director.

Obitttaq Yiotices.
"Blessed are the dead which die in tho Lord from henceforth,"
Bee. 141 II.
Loaf.--Elonor Lane died hi Wichita, Kam, Dee. 4, 1887, of iunatamatery rheumatism, aged 47 years and 10 months. She accepted the
truth a little oi er a year ago, and was very patient hi her sickness.

We can trimly bay that there is hope in her death. She leaves a husband, two brothers, and one sister to mourn her lees. Words of eon..
fort by the a her.
W, W. 8retantrot.
Ittaaes.-Died at Wasiola, aliati,,Due.'21, 1887, Re. 6:11a Mason, alto of
lire, Join Mason. She riled while at Minneapolis for surgical treat•
Inca. Fur several years alio kept the Sabbath with her husband, and
was zealous and faithful. We can truly say that she WAS A )(0011 wife
Witt it good Christian. The funeral services wore lucid in the Baptist
church at West*, which was sell filled with sympathizing friends.
Words of comfort by the writer, from l's. 17:15.
IV, 1i. Ilitt.,
Want..—Died of cancer, near Hebron, Jeff. Cu., Wis., Nev. ea,1857,
my father, Michael Wahl, in the eighty-11(th year of lila age. Father
was born in IVittonberg, Germany. Ile emigrated to this oeuntry in
the spring of 1851, arid located in Jefferson Vanity, W14. 11e kept the •
Sabbath for eight years. We hope all is well with him. As there
was no minister of our faith aeiilablu, the funeral sermon was
preached by a German Methodist minister, in both the Fkngli,h and
the tiernian language. Father had chosen his own text, 2 Tim. 4 :7.
May ire all meet again.
lklaitoaaaTita WAHL,

MeCAKT.- Died at her Inane, Jan. 9, ISA of typhoid hirer, after All
JIM es.s of sIxtyosix ria3 s, alimilo Me Cart, aged am-mitten years. Minnie
was the last of live who hail been aftlicted In the Name way. 'During
the sickilebs of the others, with untiring zeal and loin she labored for
their comfort and relief; Mitt ns the fourth, her mother, began to recover, else wits stricken down. liar friends indeed mist her who so
unselfishly labored for them ; and though they are called to Mourn her
departure, yut they feel that she slue is hi .issue. Funeral services
by the writer, on the following Sabbath, from, Deb. 9 :' IS.
A. 11. l'asauta.
ltuousa.--Died of heart disease, Dec. 5, 1887. at low home at Lau•
sing, N. Y., Mrs. &Thrones L. Rh odes, aged 69 years and 16 days.
Site leaves ono son and many other relatiN as and friends to inuiirn
their loss. She has helm a belle% or in the present truth since the
very early days of the message, and will tio romeml,urud Ly- all as a
devoted, self-sacrItieing, conscieethats Christian, never faltering in
her course toward the kingdom for %Melt else ass preparing. Very
appropriate remarks were Matte by Eld. Walton (Bfottiralist), front the
words, " She hath done what she could," after which she MRS taker
to Mou nt Pleasant, whore the truth first found her, near the home
of
her childhood, and wits laid beside her lirst husband, Mr. Job reekham. We believe she sleeps in Josue, and will hear his voice at the
resurrectioe of the Just.
II. F. Iowan.

Juan. --Pascual peacefully away, at Grove Luke, Minim Dee, 99,1887,
our dear mother, Chloe A. Judd, In the eighty-am oral' year of her
age, When quite young she was con% Orted, and joined the Baptist
Church, filthotai li her sympathy was with the aleiliffIllYt pun Ile
; but
there was tie ch u rch of that denomination at that Aloe, She iiKer•
ward Joined the church of bur choice, iihen one was
organized
in
the
place where she Bled, She contiiitiuil a
faitlifid member of this
chord, until about tatiiit3-

years ago, when she commenced to keep
the Sabbath through hearing the truth read. (She was
with tilinsine,s for iibiiiit forty )earn,)
or her dmloitur, 'Apia
I Ills time began to keep all the cOuintandinotts,
aml through their

etiorts sim also took it stand, and remained faithful until her death.
She lea% ea aUVell children, all well (Minnie,' In years.
IA largo number
of r;noidchilih'illm, 8011113
grandchildren, and four great great
grandchildren. We missgreat
our Mother, but we !idiot) site sleeps In
t4v
r% s •
.••• •

emesamassweeetramessaa
erwireammeallarsaamearm
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AD VEN 7T REVIEW AND SABBATH HERALD.

10'0, and that, II faithful, we eltall soon meet for again, not an we
laid tier away, but whore the Gies of the blind shall be opened.
FtIllerel Sermon by Eh!. Itaridow (Methodist), trom l's, 0;11,2 ,
Lt/claPA De mise.
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CHURCH,
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SANITARIUM. TESTIMONIES FORTOTHE
THIRTY.
NUMBERS ONE

plAa1,0110.-4)10(1 of P01110111101011, at the residence of his daughter,
Crawford,
In 11„,o,rov,1,111„ Dec. '!0,1N41, our dear brother, Jasper If,
a
0 !.1 ID }care, I month, and It doss. no lea cue a wit(, daughter,
ether relatives to mourn the Ions of on affectionate and 411:V44011
h11.141/0‘1, a kind and lot Mg hither and brother. The church will 11111.1
whic h Inn t.roul and
111111,10 lw wit 410'0(0,1 III the voila° or truth,
ha,0,1 for illoro !hall tun years. Ile Mire his sickness ttilh patience,
nod aim perfectly resigned to the it ill id lila Master. Ilia faith and
to
rordltlotitat in the truth were 11111Va%erltig, and ho was
ojoy 'Willa precious elan fortes an Ile was 111).Alt l'1011104 Ilk eyes
belies
trig
It
11,11141
boon
he
turned
s, Rh(lint 411,1„,,,,,;(1 hope ' In flew,
into glad fruit am. We ineorn not it, t Wye ii hi) hat u Do 101110, Willis
It. NI, Kibilong.
id comfort were spolten from Job la : 14.

Bound in Four Volumes, about 700 Pages Eaoh.
EACH VOLUM CONTAINS A COMPLETE INDEX of SUBJECTS.
ge.
s
ONE-Thls volume contains a brief eketch of the early
VOIa
LmUME
lie and Christian expeelence of the wulter of the Testimonies, Mrs,
E. 0, Wittru, togethEr with Testimonies numbers 1 to 14., 724

'VOLUME TWO,-Contains Testimonies numbers Is to aa pa
pages.

VOLUME THREE.-Contasil, Testimonies numbers as to es.
About 6rxr pages.
CHAMPLIN. -Died at her 110111e 011 Block island, It. S. Dee. 12, 1,87,
of
no dor mother, Mrs. Lucy P. Champlin, hi the eig hty 'eighth 3
her age. she had been fumble for a hale time, utol for the last three
years bad been entirely helpless, but bate that attliction and rill her
sufferings with great fortitude. Sloe embraced the whoa doctrine
iii 1843, and has been a firm belie% er hi all its truth.. She wits a cort•
slant reader of the IIEVIII1r Va. II/.1tALI1,14101 air arrhnit and faithful
aorker as long as health would permit. She lea% es urn sons (ter
tally daughter hat hug died twiny eels ago), eight grandchildren, toot
great grandchildren, and a large circle of relatise. NMI ffitflol$ t'
1011f11 theIT 1Vs.-1. A largo audience attended the funeral set t lets.
which were conducted by Eli. George Wheeler, of }'rut (deuce, is ho
Witabax H. Una map:.
spoke front 2 Tim, 4 :13
17, at Redwood Fulls, Redwood Co., Nlinir.,
Pest -Dieil Dee. I, 11,
Sr. Ltitelltie Post, in the elglity•lirst y ear of her ave. Sr. Posit, whose
iliahle11 1114111e 1%141 F:111,1111111 Fleteher, nits horn in taw State of Ver•
moot, March 29, 1.07, When she a a. hot Ms years old her arents
motel the then frontier State of Ohio, where at the age of pro OW
titf 1. I eNI to Joalota Poet, with a loon she mined to Illinois
"......tei41.140.%
l513, and to Nlititresota in P'":2. Hers ties nhu, II14"tly a pioneer
ile, arid therefore tour marked by many hardships. She man the
mother of lotirteett children, eight aims and ale dati,;liturs, Gluten of
great graiiilehildron, are
100111, alth tiesoy graiplehildriat 40.1
Ming to mourn their hiss, Shortly utter her marriage, Sr. Prcst was
eon+ sited and united a ash the Methislist ('hutch, of which communion she %%ON a C111111A eta. member till the %%hart of 11711, alien she attended a series of inoet hies cooties:list by LH. r,. II, 131., shortly rotor
which she tinned the suit elms day Atli elitist Church. Thint.th her
life was one Of Ildior and pri% Aden, Sr. fist IleN or 0 as knowil to tour.
sum she b ,re her last siektiess ant: mutit pationee, trail V:11.4 heard
to say , "1 can bent 011 patkntlt, Thu Sat burr uteri shod his 111.0.1
NI Die," She .4ten cap:eared a desire to lit( to tee Jesus volf111114'.
but Deur 111I. l int the 1,1411l to her daughter Limy, "I don't vary to
e tilt the Lord comes; the Lord has accepted nie, and 1 am ready
1,, go." Bur great destro 1%,14 for the haltatloo of her cirthircn. Smile
nine before her death, she a rite in a lust she kupt. ter A dirty, u, lot
would like to het., all ally children agate lieforu I die; but It
hats:
I should n't he able to see then, a hilt I lily, I hope they can ell attend runs funeral ; and I 0 ant the !Moister to tell them that 1 hate
mat oil for them all for air malty teats, and hope they still meet me
in he:item" Sine sleeps in Jesus; therefore our sorrowing is ant
without hope, tVe Ie'lie\u that ciao:timing her tt tall be truly
:
"Ple,041 are 111e .1101 %% 1110111141111 SIM Lord from henceforth : Yea,
smith the Spirit, that they 111111" Felt 11-0111 their labors ; 14101(1,6r orkil
1..t1 the at Itert Croft%
dv fellow them." net. 14 : 13. FIL11e1,11
Wm. Ss Imam.
Joh 14:14.

VOLUME FOUR...-Contalns Testimtniies numbers 96 to 30.

THE LARGEST SANITARIUM IN THE WORLD.
'rm. Institution, one of the buildings of whiclbis shown in the cur,

stands without a rlral in the perfection and completeness of its HppoititiliC1114. The fullo'ias are a few of the special methods COI.
1.4oyed

Turkish, Russian, Roman, Thermo-Electric, ElectroVapor, Electro-Hydric, Electro-Chemical, Hot Air, Vapor,
and every form of Water Bath; Electricity in every form;
Swedish Movements----Manual and Mechanical-Massage,
Pneumatic Treatment, Vq ,.uunt Treatment, Sun Baths. All
f? or remedial agents t known curative value employed.

/Wood Water, th;ootl Ventilation, Steam
Healing, Perfect Sewerage.

About 675 pages.
Hound in Muslin, per volume, St.r,o; Sheep, $1..co; Hair Morocco,
12.25. Complete Set of Four Volumes, bound its Cloth, •6,00; Sheep,
iil.00; Half Islorocco, $9.0o.

Testimony for the Church, No. 31.-Contain' 'o44 pages of
most oar:resting and important matter. Neatly bound in Alublia.
Price, 5o cents.

Testimony for the Church, No. 32.-Contains 540 Mess
and is lull of warnings, counsels, and reproofs, very Important to
all Several' day Adventists. Bound in Muslin (uniform with No.
Jr). Prise, 50 a, nta.

Sent postimilt to any address, at the above prices,
Addres:,
s. 111:1RILD. !tattle ('reek, Much.
Of PACIFIC
Oakland. Cal.

For ciretthies with 5iarrit:11131.1, achlrey:

SANITARIUM, Battle Crook, Mich.

HISTORY OF THE SABBATH
AND THE

"..a• .11.4. ALI

AMERMAN ST NTINFiL

Firut Day of the Week.
•

N EIGHT•PAGE NIONTIILY JOURNAL, devoted to the den (env: of American lostittitions, the preservation of the United
States Constitution :is it in, se far as regards ttligion er religwats tests,
mid the

MAINTENANCE OF HUMAN RIGHTS,
-Both 0111 and Icligious. It will ever be uncompromisingly opposed to
anything tending toward a utdun of Church and State, either in name
ur 111 fact.
3.A. 211,2 OS a
Single Copy,
so cents.
To lureign cumin ics, single subscription, bust- paid. as
Addeeca, AMERICAN SENTINEL, lost) Castro St., Oakland, ('al.

GREAT CONTROVERSY

A MINE OF INFORMATION ON AN IMPORTANT
SUBJECT.

By &D. J. N, ANDRen
LATE MISSIONARY AT SAUL, SWITZERLAND.
THE bible record of the Sabbath, the secular history Loucerninet it
the successive ateps by which the challis to the first-day was made,
and the work of restoration are given in detail.

Every Text of Scri,,ture Concerning the Sabbath
is commented on at length, and the Cons/qr.(' Trainee*" of the
thee.* in regard to the Sabbath and first-Jay Is given. lite compare.
live tnerits of the seventh and nrst.day Sabbaths are fully shown. A
copious index enables the reader to fold any text, or the statement o4
Any historian. Should be read by everybody.
518 'rages. Price, $1.25.
Address,
REVIEW A HERALD, Bottle ('reek, MINI.

BETWEEN CHRIST AND SATAN:

fiubli9ber5' tirpartin
"Not rdothfut In ',woe..." nom. 12 :11.
'fur. P. 0. address of Eltt. it. F. Cottrell, Is for oho present, IP'
'male Island St.,
N,
THE poet •elfice ad:treat' or Eta,. S. it. 1.lt14; and nt, C. Goilcmark a ill
be, until further notice, 2*-"J South Prior :it., Atlanta, Georgia.
•
BUSINESS NOTICES.
[Under this bead short butinons re:ties:a will 1)0 imserted at 11.00 for
each notice of four hoes or under, rts or foot Ilneo, 2.M. a hoe. Per:
aonaunknown to the manager* of Tim. Itaciew most git eginal references
AS to their IltatIttlf14 n11.1 Tearotolibil,ty. Tett words e01/atit.Ute a line.'
Foot SAL'.-A farm of fifty-rumen etre. Any One ilunirilig to pitr•
chase, and wiahing a deo:tint loti of the saute, may address tutu at
J. S. DAY.
South Monterey, Allegart;Co., Nfleb.
FAIDI To ItENT.-I wish to rent lily farm of 20e acres, Int acres Innprwcd rent for Bash on on shares, A Sabbath-keeper preferred. Ad.
theS4 W111. &Minims, Gnutown, Midi.
•
RECEIPTS.
/exotic., of expiration of subscription will he ;then by spuelal
stamp on the Margin of the paper, R e should he pictured to nevi% e
your renewal at once,
NOT11.11.-The change of figures on the addreas labels will be in all
caves A sufficient receipt for money' rent for the paper, If these
change s do not In due time appear, and it hooka ordered by mall are
not received, notice should be kilt ell. All other business Is acknowL
tdied below,

Rooks Bent by Freight.-iv C Hun. it, s,,. Il .1 Timm, m E
Hastings, It St J Pound,

W Olds,

Rooks Sent by Express.-0 Mathieym, SS Ii 5Vaktilinut,
berg 6. Holmberg Pub CO, F T l'o du, Linter Parks, W J Stone,
I E Swift, Al11(1141.101 A Orlt/11.111, Thal 1 M Roberts, Dr S 1, Strickler,
Amite I Ihit is, 3 F Reeder, It l'
Oasts ltee'd on ilieeourst.
T and St Si e t 155., 011111T and
vd,cirlo T and NI soy pi
Nch T and M Sec 400,, Dak T
and NI 14oe
25, Perm T and M Nuc 1,101 45, Ind T owl NI Hoc 30.65,
ttitio T and M s per E II Gates 3„ Kan t'irlif per Cora Dhoti 1,, Minn
Conf per M 11 Price 27.17, Mich' and NI SOL`
international 2', it N.
Ford S.25, Mich T and NI Star
12.3n.
I). A. IC. boo.-A Ford :01 its.

SCRIPTURE REFERENCES.
/ ACT of Jr pages, containing 14 careful compilation or pro,,r.
A '1*iron
011 !Went
audit as the N.itia, ut
bettii,y of the

AVi., ko, Sccend Advent, 'fon porol
ate, A weak of great value to all fhb!,sin:lent:a. Prise, 4 cis.
, Address,
III:VIEW A IIEltau, Hattie ('reek, Mich.

Man's Nature and Destiny. Ity 1-11,1. 1'
A thor
°ugh Scriptural treatise oh (lie picot lineations of the eutrillflon of
man in tlioith, and Ills destiny bet owl the rentirt et Doti.
Neiv odition, ret t.eq unil enlarged.
'141 pp. $1 .50

Daring the Christian Dispensation.
•
tie MRS, E. 0. WHITE.
oh,
..Stri,1,,
LIN of 1'641," o bible
Life
of
author of "ilia
ttsocHllestIon," 611,1 111 Lr r Poollor Works.
HIS volume presents the most wonderful and intensely interesting
history that has ever been written of the great conflict between
Christianity and the Powers of Darkness, as illustrated in the lives of
Christian martyrs and reformer, on the one hand, and wicked Men rind
IRCI,CC111111g pOWCI'S our the 0111Cr, 11rgiiming aids our Lord's great
prophecy gieen Iiiie Vic:V.1(1g Jerusalem 110m the Mount c.f Olives, this
anilines the history of the a lade dispensation down to the rime
llItiverlie is clean;
when "sin and sinners are DO Shore ;
and the great contioversy is forever ended."
Delo so we give a brief yin/psis 01 the subjects C011.ialcred-nrstrOC•
lion of Jet oriole rn ; Persecutions in the brut Culturied The Rotimn
Chiricli: The Waldenses; Early Reformers:, Dither's Separation
from Rome • Lather before the f het ; Vro,,tress of the Reformation ;
PrOlc,t of the Princes; Later Reformers; 'I lie sl'ao Witnesses; Coal
Honors the Humble; William Miller and his Work ; The First, SecTarr yilig Time; The MhIllight
and, and Third Angel's Message_,
Cr) ; The Sanctuary and 2,3“o Days; Am Open and a Shirt Di,or ;
; hal•
Modern 1G.vreals; l'he Investigative Judc meet ; Origin of
miry betwee n N1011 atoISAlkii; Agency of Evil Spirits; The fioarCS of
Satan; The First Great Deception; Ancient and hledern Spiritualism ;
Character and Aims of tine Papacy' he Coining Conflict; The Script.
tires a Salegliald ; The Loth' Cry of Rev. 13: '1 tie Time of }'rouble;
God's People Delivered; Desolation of the Earth; 'flue Controversy
Ended.
period ofhlstory covered by this volume, Is one, or the deepest
Interest to all classes of renders. The style of the author is ctear, forcible, and often sublime, and, although s.mple enough in its statements
to be understood and appreciated by a child, its elespienco Calk forth
the admiration of all,
'Ehe demand for this popular book is so great that we have had to
print eicht e,Nlions of it, and as we have hundreds of a miits in the
field ca iivassing, we xpect to sell many thousand copies of this valuas
ble look (luring the next few months, It them is no a))ent in your
town, please , old us your addles, and we will ACIIL1 you 4.1C,o.riptiVe
air Mats or have 211 agent call upon ) on.
The "Great Controversy" contains over be pages; vt foll•part
Illustrations and Steel Portrait of the Author; 'primed am' ...Anal in
the very best style.

ratifiers' mite.

T

Active Agents Wanted In I:spry Trmn
Culled Stales

County In this

PACIFIC PRESS, Publishers,
12th and Castro Sts., Oakland.

3AVED

Olt,
THE IN H EHITANCE OE THE SAINTS iN THE
EARTH lidADE NEW.
•
by J. N. IAKtillitlittlitlitiv

The/011eseing are the Toth' disru,urd
Earth Promised to the Meek-God'a Purpose Concerning the
Earth--Special Promises Respecting the Earth...411e Promise made to
Moab:tin-The PU101340(1 POsse..,..1011 -The Rest th,11 Remalits for the
Pc,plo of (led-The Disciples of Chiicu ENtiected a Literal Kingdom'Elie 'Time (or the Establishmem of the Kingdom-The l'housand
Years of Revelation 'o-Deseriptitai utthn Killgil11111-The New item
111'111.
II,
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IfAitorial Notes
tar The Missionary Review, edited and published
for the past ten years by R. G. Wilder, now,deceased,
has passed under the editorial management of J. M.
Sherwood and Arthur T.Tierson, and is published by
Funk and Wag-nails, 18 :and '20 Astor Place, New
York. Its name is changed to' The Missionary Review of the World, It is enlarged to 80 pages, new
talent is enlisted to supply its columns with matter of
current interest, and it bids fair to become more important and interesting than ever to those whose attention is turned toward missionary work.
"A LIVING THIEF,',
Tug following dialogue, purporting to have taken
place between a minister and a professing Christian,
in Minneapolis, Minn., contains a point which all
would do well to consider carefully. Speaking to
this man who had professed to be converted, the
minister said :—
" nave you joined the church 1"
"No; the dying thief did not join the church, and he
went to heaven."
'
"Have you talked to your neighborsi "
"No; the dying thief did not talk:to his neighbors,and
be went to heaven."
'
"Have you given anything to missions I "
"No; the dying thief never gave anything, and ho went
to heaven."
" Well, my friend, it seems tome the difference is that
he was a dying thief, and you are aliving thief."

CATHOLICS AND WORKING -MEN.
Acconuixe to the Boston Herald of Dec. 3, 1887,
raneLmoyement is to be set on foot by the Catholic
Church, as soon as practicable, to capture the workingmen of this country. The project is to establish
workingmen's guilds similar to organizations of this
kind already existing in Prance and Germany. The
idea is said to be new to America, and more difficulty
may be experienced in carrying it out hero than in
France, which is almost wholly Catholic, and in Ger

many, which is largely so. The difficulty to be encountered is the dislike of working-men, even Catholics, in this country to have the church interfere in
their secular affairs ; but this may be overcome, and
these organizations, if once placed in a flourishing
condition, will be a powerful factor in politics.
They are such in Germany ; and this is said to be
the reason why Bismarck has made his peace with the
pope—to secure their votes.

A SOUND PRINCIPLE.
IN the following words the Indepeibdent exhumes
"ew a principle which the orthodoxy
and holds up
has sedulously striven to cover up
of the present
beneath the rubbish of "liberal thought " and "advanced theology
When Paul besought the Corinthian disciples not to
break up into Paulites and Apolloaites and Cephasites, it
did not follow that he eared nothing for the truth as he
held it, and saw no necessity for making much fuss about
religion anyway, and no sense in perpetuating differences
about it. Religion is the most desperately important of
all human interests; too important to be frittered away in
denominational conflicts and rivalries. And differences of
religious faith intuit be maintained stoutly so long as people bold them
There is, or ought to be, room In the average orthodox cranium for a good deal of such sent• •:,.•et as that.
THE DISASTER RECORD.
Tuft present is often spoken of as a time of unusual
trouble and calamity, and those who believe that we
are now living in the closing days of earth's history
see in the numerous disasters by sea and laud, the
records of which crowd the columns of the daily paper, the judgments of God beginning to be let loose,
as foretold in many prophecies would be poured out
upon the ungodly in connection with the closing tip
of earthly scenes. This idea, however, is scoffed at
by many, who point to the fact that physical disasters
have been numerous in every age of the world, and
therefore cannot be relied on as a sign of the end.
It is indeed very difficult, if not altogether impossible,
to point to any one instance of disaster, however terrible, as a sign of the last days ; and if the timeof the
end was not clearly' pointed out by many other prophecies, we could not with certainty rely upon the present disaster record to show us that that time had
been reached. There is one feature of this record,
however, which we think the incredulous will find it
hard to explain away, and that is' the remarkable,
homogeneous grouping of these disasters. A few
years ago disaster seemed to reach its celminative
point of frequency in the form of the tornado, which
inspired such terror by its incessant ravages that
many persons dug pits and caves in the earth to be
ready for the expected emergency. "The daily cyclone," was an expression not uncommon in the papers. Succeeding years, however, brought some mitigation of this terror, but a new phase of calamity.
Season followed season, for several successive
years, in which burning drouths scorched and withered the growing crops of farm and garden, and the
grass in the field, and uncontrollable conflagrations
devoured whole forests of valuable timber, and too
often dwellings and towns. The harrowing accounts
of suffering from these visitations during 1887 are
still fresh in the minds of all. But scarcely did the
snows of winter put an end to these horrors when lo
the demon of disaster showed himself in a new guise,
and we now read of "the daily railroad accident."
And truly the most careless peruser of the daily papers must admit that the phrase does not in the least
exaggerate the facts. Why is this ? What is there
about the natural order of things which should make
cyclones of daily occurrence at one time, and railway
accidents of equal frequency at another time ? Those
who can glean no other testimony from passing
events than that "all things continue as they were
from the beginning of the creation," must be either
unusually apathetic, or gifted with a very marvelous
comprehension of the mysterious.
1., A. S.
e—

THE FOURTH SABBATH READINGS. IN harmony with the recommendation of the In•
ternational Society at its late meeting, the fourth Sab
bath readings will be continued through the eolith
year. Arrangements have been nuide so that it is eN
pected they will be prepared at an early date, that
our people everywhere can have the benetit of them.
Scattered brethren and sisters, or companies ',who

have not received them in the past, if there be any,
can do so by writing to the secretary of their State
T. and M. society, or to the secretary or assistant secretaries of the International Society.
These readings are printed at the expense of the International Society, and are free to all. His expected,
however, that every one will co-operate In the plan of
making fourth Sabbath contributions to the missionary work, in proportion to their financial ability.
Those living within the limits of any State T. and M.
society should send their contributions to that society ;
and those who are more isolated, to the International
Society. In return for these contributions, they will
receive favors, if desired, in the way of suggestions
respecting methods of labor, and reading matter for
MARIA L. EUNTLEY.
free distribution.
SPECIAL NOTICE!
WE are very glad to hear from our friends in
America whenever they are disposed to write, but
we want to gently remind all that in case the postage
is not fully prepaid, it is rather expensive receiving
letters hero. The postage per half ounce, on letters,
is fifteen cents. Now, in case you should put on five,
ten, or even fourteen cents, it would cost us just as
much as it would had you paid only one cent. Every
letter that comes short paid, costs us thirteen pence,
or about twenty-six cents. If It be over weight,
twice that amount. If the name of each who is remiss in this matter were mentioned, there would be
considerable smiling. The mistake is not always
made from lack of knowledge. Please write us all
the encouraging Items you can, but please put on
your letter a stamp costing Man cents. Our address
is Scott St., Cape Town, Cape Colony, South Africa,
D. A. Ronixsox.
" loorl say, through the grace given unto me, to
every man that is among you, not to think of himself more highly than lie ought to think, but to think
soberly, according as God bath dealt to every man
the measure of faith." Rom, 12:3. There Is a cer-

tain class of people in this world to whom this plain
admonition is altogether a dead letter. They cannot
come down to the ordinary level of mankind. They
seem to forget that there is but one edition of humanity, and that that edition was so damaged at the
time of the fall as to be intrinsically worthless.
Their continual chewing of the cud of self-importance
begets a desire to play the part of the golden calf in
the camp of ancient Israel. It is altogether a superfluous and thankless task to remind them of their
faults, and altogether impossible for them to exemplify the golden rule, or to obey the second great
commandment, namely, to love their neighbor as
themselves. The first step for such persons to take
towards keeping this commandment is to reverse it,
and begin by loving themselves as they do their
neighbors.

PACIFIC HEALTH JOURNAL
AND TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE.
A TIIIIITY•TWO PAO% MONTitt.Y stauantNtt, devoted to the Atsretalnation of Iran temperance principles, and instruction In the

art of !wetter+ fog health. It is empbuticafly

A JOURNAL FOR THE PEOPLE.
Containing what everybody wants to know, and is thoroughly
practical. Its range of subjects is unlimited, embracing everything that in any way affects the health. Its articles being short
and pointed, it is specially adapted to farmer., mechanics, and
housekeepers, who have but little leisure for reacting. It I. just
the journal that every family needs, and may be -read with profit
by all. Price, $1.00 per year.
Address, PACIFIC PRESS, Publishers, Oakland, Cal.

MAN'S NATURE An DEMTY,
•••• Olt*

Th., otate of the Dead, The Reward of the Righteous.
add The End of the Wicked.
By ELD.

T HIS book Is a logical and scriptural treatise concerning man In Ills

present state, his condition In death, and his prospects beyond the
resurrection. It also treats very tuhlutely concerning the disposition
of
the finally Impenitent, answers the numerous objections which are
usually brought
against the different phases of this subject, considers
the
claims of philosophy, and gives a brief historical view of this great
e,-oion.
The work contains copious Indexes of the authors referred
the p.o.soges of Scripture examined, and the contents of the hook
s
mi.t6hou.c.i paper, In nnustin binding, with frontispiece,
post-paid for
A p4a4n4ipri:‘ellition of the same work, without Indexes
ana fronds•
piece, on thin paper, pu copy; postpaid, 78 et,.
Address,
REVIEW t HERALD, Battle Creek. Inch.
Or. PACIFIC PRESS. Oakland. Cal.
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